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In the past few years there has been greatly increased interest in
improving the microeconomics of productivity analysis and in reconciling it with models of the organization of industry. i This paper is an
attempt to improve the empirical basis for this work.2 We will explore
the heterogeneity among plants to see how individual plants move within
an industry, which plants account for most of the productivity growth,
and how important entry and exit are to industry growth. In developing
our findings, we will be using the Longitudinal Research Database
(LRD) prepared by the Center for Economic Studies of the Bureau of
the Census. As we have examined this data, we have been impressed
by the diversity among plants and among industries. Some industries
in our sample have achieved huge improvements in productivity; in
others productivity has fallen sharply. There are high-productivity entrants and low-productivity entrants, high-productivity exiters and lowproductivity exiters, plants that move up rapidly in the productivity
distribution and plants that move down rapidly. Many plants stay put
in the distribution. Both in level of and rate of change in productivity,
plants manifest significant differences.3 The aggregate productivity performance of the manufacturing sector reflects the average of diverse
economic outcomes at the plant level. Jacques Mairesse and Zvi Griliches put the issue forcefully: "The simple production function model,
even when augmented by additional variables and further nonlinear
terms, is at best just an approximation to a much more complex and
changing reality at the firm, product, and factory floor level."4
In the face of this complexity, we proceed with a minimum amount
of structure. Our purpose is not to test a single model, but to sort out

1. Romer(1990) andHall (1988, 1990)havebuilton workby Schumpeter(1936, first
published1911),GrilichesandRingstad(1971), Griliches(1979), NelsonandWinter(1978,
1982), andScherer(1984). NelsonandWinter,in particular,stressthatmodelsof aggregate
economicgrowthand productivityincreasemustbe consistentwith the wide diversityof
plant-levelperformancethatis observedin the data.
of Jovanovic(1982), Gril2. We recognizethe theoreticalandempiricalcontributions
ichesandMairesse(1983), andothersin exploringindustrydynamics.Webelieve,however,
thatthereis a need to explorefurtherthe empiricalbasis for productivitydynamics.
3. Some of the implicationsof the plant-levelheterogeneityhave alreadybeen documented. See Dhrymes(1990); and Olley and Pakes (1990). For a recentand somewhat
parallelstudyto ours, see BartelsmanandDhrymes(1992). Davis andHaltiwanger(1991)
also examinedplant-levelheterogeneityfromthe wage andemploymentside.
4. MairesseandGriliches(1990, p. 221).
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alternativeviews about the appropriatemodel for explaining the distributionof productivityand its evolution over time.

A Preview of Results and Their Relevance for Policy
We look first at the contributionof different groups of plants to
industryproductivitygrowth. Two interestingfindings emerge. First,
entry and exit play only a very small role in industrygrowthover fiveyear periods. Second, the increasingoutputsharesin high-productivity
plants and the decreasing shares of output in low-productivityplants
are very importantto the growth of manufacturingproductivity.
Do the plants with high or low productivityremain in the same
relative position, or is there a reshufflingof plants over time? We will
look next at the question of persistence. The reportof the MIT commission suggests that plants at the top of the productivitydistribution
rest on theirlaurelsand lose theircompetitiveadvantage.5We conclude
that being at the top often conveys advantagesthat allow the leading
plants to stay there. Our finding is consistent with the idea of wellmanagedplants that are able to stay on top for long periods.
The manufacturingsector experienceda resurgenceof productivity
growth in the 1980s, and so we look for changes in the productivity
distributionor the patternof entry and exit that might reflectthis shift.
We found no dramaticdifferences over time in the patternof plant
dynamicsthat correspondto the periods of slow and rapidproductivity
growth, but there were signs of greatermobility among plants in the
1980s. The degree of persistence has declined over time.
There is great interestat presentin the distributionof wages and the
sourcesof wage differences. We examineone aspectof this:the relation
between plant-level productivityand plant-level wages. The two are
stronglycorrelated,andtherearetwo possible explanations.One is that
some plantshire high-skill workersandpay high wages. An alternative
reason is that workers in high-productivityplants are able to demand
higher wages.
We find strong firm effects in our data. Plants that are partof highproductivityfirms will also have higher productivity. Plants in firms
5. Dertouzos,Lester,and Solow (1989).
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where there is rapid productivity growth will grow more rapidly. There
may be common characteristics to plants in the same firm, or there may
be spillovers in R&D or product design or management methods that
help plants in the same firm.
With regard to policy analysis, the role of the economist is often to
warn against the adverse effects of proposed policies. Pointing to the
frequency with which plants close, some observers argue that U.S.
manufacturing is in trouble and needs policies to protect it. Policies to
reduce such closings have been proposed in order to prevent "deindustrialization." But plant closings are indicative of both success and
failure. The frequency of plant closings is very high (even of highproductivity plants) within highly successful and growing industries.
While we recognize the costliness of plant closings, it is important to
decide whether policies to prevent industrial restructuring could inhibit
the evolution of successful industries.
In the area of antitrust, analysis of plant-level dynamics can help us
understand the life cycle of plants: they enter an industry, grow, decline,
and exit. The nature and timing of this cycle will have implications for
market concentration over time and for firm-level profitability. An important contribution to productivity growth in manufacturing comes
from increases in the share of output produced in the above-average
productivity plants. It is often remarked that antitrust policy should not
discriminate against firms that are large because they are better. We
reinforce that conclusion. Indeed, it is important to allow the better
plants to get bigger.
Strong firm effects may have implications for antitrust policies toward takeovers. Our results are consistent with the hypothesis that a
plant that joins a high-productivity firm will receive spillover benefits
that will raise its own productivity. Further work, however, is needed
to verify that the strong firm effects are the result of spillovers.

Productivity Distribution and Dynamics: The Basic Theory
We will use a neoclassical production function for which Qi, is the
real gross output of the ith plant in year t, and Kit, Lit, and Mi, are
capital, labor, and intermediate inputs, respectively. This last input
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includes energy and an estimate of purchasedservices, all accounted
for separately:
Qit = F(Kit, Lit, Mit).

(1)

The productionfunction provides the basis for computingthe relative
total factor productivity(TFP) of each plant. We have used two alternative ways of calculating relative TFP for the plants in our sample.
The firstway is similarto the approachused by Olley and Pakes and
by Bartelsmanand Dhrymes.6It can be expressed
(2)

lnTFPit = lnQit

-

xKlnKit

-

cxLlnLit

-oxMlnMit.

The level of productivityin an industryin year t is then representedby
the following index:
(3)
where

lnTFPt
Oit is

=

OitlnTFPit,

E

the share of the ith plant in industry output in current dollars.

The growth of industryTFP over the period t (4)

T

to t is then

AInTFPt = lnTFPt - lnTFPt,T.

The industrygrowthrates calculatedin this way agree reasonablywell
with the growthratescalculatedby WayneGrayfromaggregateindustry
data.7

We also have used the approachsuggested by Christensen, Cummings, and Jorgenson:relative TFP is calculatedby relatingthe deviation of plant output from the industry mean to the deviations of the
factor inputs from the industrymeans.8
For both of the alternativeapproachesto relative productivity, we
estimate the factor elasticities using cost shares, which do not add to
unity, thus avoiding the assumptionof constant returnsto scale. The
6. Olley and Pakes(1990); and Bartelsmanand Dhrymes(1992).
7. Gray's file of four-digitmanufacturing
productivityestimatesis availablethrough
the NationalBureauof EconomicResearch.
8. See Christensen,Cummings,and Jorgenson(1981). The specificationin this case
is
lnTFPi= lnQi-InQ

ctk[lnKi-lnK]

-

cL[lnLi-lnL] -(xM[lnMi-FniM]],

whereQ, K, L, and M are the industryaveragevalues of outputand factorinputs.The
relativeTFP index is adjustedto have mean zero for each industry.
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capital share is based on the rental cost of capital; equipment, structures,
and inventory rental rates are taken from the Bureau of Labor Statistics.9
When we calculate TFP for industry growth analysis, we use the specification shown in equation 4, and we take the factor elasticities to be
the industry average factor income shares, averaged again over the
beginning and ending year of the period of growth. When we focus on
the relative productivities of plants within an industry within a single
year, we use the approach by Christensen, Cummings, and Jorgenson.
We take the factor elasticities for a given plant as the average of the
plant's factor cost shares and the industry shares. This method is better
for giving the relative productivity of a given plant in a single year.
There is an important property of the relative productivity rankings:
they do not depend upon the output deflator. For a given year a dollar
is a dollar, and output is measured in the same units in all plants.10
And this virtue even extends to some intertemporal comparisons. For
example, we can see how plants move in the rankings from one period
to the next without introducing errors from the output deflator. The
deflators are, of course, important to any calculation of productivity
growth over time, for individual plants or for the industry.

Decompositionof Industry Productivity Growth
Using the relative productivity of each plant within its industry, we
can rank the plants and order them from the highest relative productivity
to the lowest in a particular year and divide the plants into quintiles.
When we compare two time periods, we can see which plants have
stayed in the quintile they started in, which have moved up, and which
have moved down. We also account for the entry and exit of plants in
our decomposition of industry productivity growth. With access to the
Censuses of Manufactures we can determine, for the exits, whether a
given plant has closed down or switched to another industry. For the
9. In orderto assumethatthe cost sharesreflectthe factorelasticitiesin the production
function,we do have to assumecompetitionin factormarkets.
10. Of course, plantswithinthe same four-digitindustrydo producedifferentoutputs.
Plantsthatchoose moreprofitableoutputsarecountedas havinghigherproductivityin our
analysis.
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entrantswe can find the newly opened plants and the ones that have
switched in from anotherindustry.1I
Withthis informationwe can decomposeindustryproductivitygrowth
into the contributionsof the stayers, the entrants, and the exits. And
we can furtherdecomposethe productivitygrowthof the stayersto see
how much of overall growth is from the plants that moved up in the
productivitydistribution,from those that stayed on top, and so on. We
now explain specifics of the decomposition.
Looking back at equation 3, we know that some of the plants operating in t will also have been operating in a prior year t-T.

These

plants are designated the "stayers" (the set S). Some of the plants
operating in t will be plants that have entered between t -T and t (the
set N). Some plants operatingin the year t -T are no longer operating

in t. They have exited the industry(the set X). The change in productivity between t-T and t is then as follows:
AlnTFPt =
iES

(5)

(0tlnTFPjt -

+

Oit

Ot,lnTFPi,ieN

TlnTFPjt,T)

E Oit-TlnTFPit-T)
ie-X

Productivitygrowth in the industryreflects the growth among the
stayers, changes in output shares, and the effect of the entrantsand
exits. The net effect of the exits andentrantswill reflectany differences
in the levels of productivitybetween the groupsand any differences in
the output shares. The productivitygrowth among the stayers can be
broken down in two ways. First, their contributioncan come from
improvementsin each plant separately(holdingoutputsharesconstant)
and from changes in the output shares:
E (0tlnTFPjt iES

OitlTnTFPit-7)

= E OitlTAlnTFPit
iES

(6)

+ E (it
iES

-

Oit-T)

lnTFPit.

11. It is possiblethata plantthatwe classify as a "death" is still operating,but not
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The second method of decomposition is to break up the stayers into
groups based upon whether the plants moved up by two or more quintiles
(UP2), stayed in the top two quintiles (TOP), fell by two or more
quintiles (DWN2), stayed in the bottom two quintiles (BTM), or, for
the plants that stayed roughly in the middle of the rankings, moved by
at most one quintile (RST). This decomposition allows us to assess the
importance to industry growth of the leading plants, the rising and
falling plants, and the plants that stay in the middle:
AInTFPt

=

(0itInTFPit

-

Oit-TlnTFPjt_T)

iEUP2

(7)

+

(0itlnTFPit-

it-TlnTFPjt_T)

iETOP2

+

E

(0itlnTFPit

ieDWN2

+

E

(0itInTFPit-

-itOTlnTFPjt_T)

it-TlnTFPjt_T)

ieBTM

+

E (0itInTFPit-

it-TlnTFPjt_T)

iERST

Four Patterns of Plant Dynamics
The distribution of productivity among plants may arise in four ways
(figure 1). First, it may be the result of a random draw in the level of
productivity in each period or of errors in measurement. Second, it may
be the result of a random draw in the growth of productivity rather than
in the level. Third, it may be the result of plants of different vintages.
Fourth, it may simply reflect permanent plant heterogeneity. We ask
what these possibilities would imply about plant dynamics and the way
in which the distribution evolves over time.
A Random Drawing in the Level of Productivity
We can amend the specification given in equation 1 by adding to the
level of productivity a deterministic productivity trend and an i.i.d.
disturbance term, F-it, in each time period:
of mobilehomes, for example,can move into construcin manufacturing.
(Manufacturers
tion.) This is not thoughtto be a problemof any magnitudefor our sample.
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Under this assumption relative productivity will be uncorrelated from
period to period. There will be no persistence in the productivity distribution, and the TFP of a plant in one period will have no predictive
power for the TFP in another period. Plants that look productive in one
period will have received a good random draw or will look good because
of errors in the data. This is the case where the industry consists of
identical plants that differ in observed data only because of the random
shocks or data errors.
Figure IA illustrates this case. An index of plant-level TFP is on
the vertical axis (log scale), and time is on the horizontal axis. In any
sample year the plants in the industry are spread out on a vertical line.
The bell-shaped curve indicates the frequency distribution of plants
along the line. The straight line gives the common path of trend productivity growth (slope ,3). In figure IA the plant that is shown with
above average productivity at point A in time t, is as likely to be at B,
above the mean, as at C, below the mean, in time t2.
The assumption of an i.i.d. error is obviously a strong one, but in
general, if the relative productivities of individual plants move around
rapidly from period to period, and the persistence in relative productivity declines as the period is increased, then this will show that random
shocks or data errors are major determinants of the distribution of
productivity across plants.
Random Productivity Growth
In equation 8 it is assumed that there is a random shock to the level
of productivity. An alternative specification would be that there is a
random shock to the growth of productivity:
(9)

AlnTFPit =

3 +

Eit,

where again ,it is an i.i.d. disturbance. This case is illustrated in figure
lB. Plants that are high in the productivity distribution in time t, will
remain high on an expected value basis. A plant that starts with relative
productivity shown at point A will have an expected relative productivity
at B at time t2. But plants will be as likely to decline as to rise, so the
overall productivity distribution will show increasing variance over
time.
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Figure 1. Alternate Views of Distributionof Productivity
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This framework suggests that the floor to productivity will be very
important. If there is some minimum level of relative productivity,
shown in figure lB by the dashed line, then this will truncate the
productivity distribution at the bottom. The exit of low-productivity
plants will become an important element in overall productivity performance. We would also expect that the gap between the plants in,
say, the top quintile and the plants in the next quintile will gradually
widen over time.
The Vintage Capital Model
This model assumes that when a plant is built it embodies a particular
vintage of technology. Therefore, the production function includes a
measure of the vintage of the plant, vi,:
(10)

Qit = F(Ki,, Lit, Mit, vit)

The age of the plant is an obvious way to measure vintage. Under the
assumptions of the vintage model, the most productive plants in a given
period are earning a large quasi rent. Over time these plants will fall
back in the productivity distribution until they can no longer earn positive quasi rents, and they are then closed. Figure IC illustrates the
case of vintage capital. At time t1 there are four active plant vintages
shown at A, B, C, and D. The most productive plant/vintage is at point
A and the least productive is at D. After one period there has been entry
of a new vintage at point E. This is the new high-productivity plant.
Plant A has remained at the same level of productivity and is now at
A', in the second spot. Plants B and C have moved to B' and C', and
plant D has exited the industry.
In practice, this vintage model would be superimposed on the random
shocks case. There are certainly some errors in the data. Nevertheless,
if the vintage model has power to explain the distribution of plant-level
productivity, the relative productivities of surviving plants will be declining over time. The relative productivity of a plant in one period
will equal its relative productivity in the previous period minus a downward shift effect (plus an error term). For plants that are above the
mean, the decline of relative productivity will move them toward the
mean. This also was the case in the random shocks model (regression
toward the mean). Plants below the mean, however, will be moving
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away from the mean, and plants at the bottom of the distribution will
exit. Any negative trend in relative productivity can be identified even
in the presence of random errors or shocks. The exit of low-productivity
plants and the entry of high-productivity plants will be important for
overall productivity growth.
Although the basic idea of vintage technology is plausible, the identification of plant age (or indeed of any characteristic of a plant) with
technology vintage is questionable. There are many old plants in the
LRD that have been re-equipped. If we find that this model does not
fit the data very well, this does not refute the hypothesis that new
equipment embodies the most advanced technology. If plant age turns
out to be unimportant, it may be preferable to return to the standard
neoclassical function, assuming that technological change is capital
augmenting and is being correctly captured in the capital price deflators.
This assumption can be tested by seeing if high levels of recent investment have an effect on productivity.
Plant Fixed Effects
The distribution of productivity at a point in time may be the reflection of permanent plant heterogeneity, or at least of heterogeneity
that is long term relative to the time periods that we will consider. Later
we will discuss factors that might lead to such long-term plant differences. The production function in this case is
( 1)

Qit = F(KitgLit, Mit, vi),

where vi represents an arbitrary fixed effect that does not change over
time and is not associated with the vintage of the plant. This framework
assumes that plants will differ not only in their factor intensities but
also in the technologies that they use. In this case we would expect to
see several signs of strong persistence in relative plant productivities.
Relative productivity in one year will be a good predictor of relative
productivity in subsequent years. Allowing for plant fixed effects in
time-series cross-sectional production or productivity estimates will
provide much of the explanation of the productivity distribution.
Figure ID illustrates this case. Each plant is on its own parallel
growth path. A plant that is at point A (at a point, say, 10 percent above
the average in one period, tl) can be expected to be at point B (still 10
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percent above the average in the subsequent period, t2). The distribution
of random error is indicated by the small bell-shaped curves.
As before, this case of persistent heterogeneity is an extreme one.
Data errors will lead to less than complete persistence even if there is
true permanent heterogeneity. Nevertheless, it is possible within the
LRD sample to assess the extent to which high- or low-productivity
plants tend to remain in their relative positions.

Plant Productivity Effects
The last case, the case in which plant productivity effects persist,
turns out to be an important feature in the results. We explore this case
more fully now and look at some of the variations that have been
suggested on this theme.
Returns to Scale and Utilization Effects
The simple production function given in equation 1 was assumed to
have constant returns to scale. But this condition may not hold, particularly at the plant level. The empirical literature has suggested that
there may be some increasing returns at this level.12 One possible explanation of the distribution of plant-level productivities is that different
plants are operating at different scales. Scale varies slowly over time.
If scale is an important determinant of productivity, this will give rise
to persistence in the productivity distribution. If big plants are high in
the distribution, then their size will help them stay at the top.
Returns to scale in the production function, as we have been describing it, are an attribute of the production frontier. But if there are
variations in utilization that result from variations in aggregate demand,
then we would expect to see short-run declines in productivity that
reflect labor hoarding, overhead labor, or one of the other reasons that
are given for the cyclical productivity puzzle. In particular, one of our
census years is 1982, a deep recession year.
If all plants in a given industry are affected in the same way by

12. See, for example, Griliches and Ringstad (1971). Hall (1988) has stressed increasing
returnsbased on results from industry data.
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recession, or if differences across plants are purely random, then the
distribution of productivities across plants may not be changed that
much when we compare 1982 with, say, 1977 or 1987. That may not
be true, however. The productivity distribution may change in 1982 as
a result of the recession. That is not easy for us to model explicitly
because there are no direct measures of capital or labor utilization. In
this paper we will simply explore the ways in which our results change
in 1982. Does the degree of persistence change? Do entry and exit play
different roles?
Differences in Managerial Ability
A common-sense explanation of the distribution of productivities
across plants or firms is that some are better managed than others. Good
plant managers run high-productivity plants, and good firm managers
have many high-productivity plants. Persistent differences in management ability have been suggested as an explanation for persistence in
relative productivity and for the importance of the plant fixed effects
that we have described earlier."3 We would interpret a finding of persistence in relative productivity as being consistent with managerial
differences as a source of the distribution. Many people have studied
differences in managerial ability. We will review some of the findings
and discuss their quite different implications.
Robert Lucas has proposed a model in which some people are endowed with greater managerial skills than are others,14 but there are
diminishing returns to this skill as it is applied to larger and larger
plants. An implication of this model is that there is an optimal (outputmaximizing) distribution of firm sizes. This is implied by the distribution of managerial abilities. Lucas assumes factor prices are equal
across plants. Therefore, plant output is proportional to plant employment in the plant. In Lucas's model, average labor productivity is the
same in all plants. The differences in skill among managers have all
been absorbed in size.'5
13. See Abernathy,Clark,andKantrow(1983);Hayes,Wheelwright,andClark(1988);
Caves and Barton(1990); and Dertouzos,Lester,and Solow (1989).
14. Lucas (1978).
15. Intuitivelythis resultmay be surprisingsince the optimalallocationof managers
involves equatingmarginalbenefitsnot averagebenefits.The constantelasticity(Cobb-
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A kind of Parkinson's law is at work: the greater the skill of the
manager, the larger the plant he or she manages. But it is still the case
that able managers will earn higher returns than will poor managers.
The returns will be proportional to the size of the plant. The Lucas
specification allows a simple estimation of the parameters of the production and the managerial functions. With a Cobb-Douglas production
function, the model predicts decreasing returns to scale. The diminishing returns measure the effects of the loss of productivity resulting from
a given manager being spread too thin. A finding that size has a negative
effect on productivity would be consistent, therefore, with the Lucas
model.
The Lucas model postulates an equilibrium distribution of managerial
abilities at all times. But information about managerial abilities is imperfect, and so it is unlikely that this equilibrium will always prevail.
Boyan Jovanovic has developed an important dynamic model of plant
productivity that is similar to the Lucas framework.16 In the Jovanovic
model, firm managers also have an intrinsic ability level that does not
change over time. Whereas in the Lucas model, managers are assigned
optimally to the plant that best suits their abilities, in the Jovanovic
model, managers are entrepreneurs who start out small and then learn
about their abilities over time, subject to random productivity shocks.
On the basis of what happens to them over time (they observe a series
of shocks), the firms decide whether to expand, contract, or go out of

business.17
Both the Lucas and the Jovanovic models are based on fully optimal
responses by plant managers. But the view of Kim Clark, the MIT
Commission, and indeed Caves and Barton is that managers do not
Douglas)assumptionsof the model lead to the conditionthat averageproductivitiesend
up the same.
16. Jovanovic(1982).
17. One empiricalimplicationof the Jovanovicmodel is thatlarge firmswill have a
lowerprobabilityof exitingthansmallfirmswill have. This predictionhas been supported
for the LRD by Dunne, Roberts,and Samuelson(1988). Anotherempiricalpredictionof
the Jovanovicmodel is that, since firm abilityis fixed, observationsaboutsize in some
earlyperiodshouldconvey informationaboutsize in laterperiods,even conditionalupon
size informationin intermediateperiods.This predictionhas been challengedin the active
learningmodelof Ericsonand Pakes(1989). They assumethatfirmsare able to invest in
orderto improvetheir abilityparameter.Ericsonand Pakespredictthat the information
aboutabilitythatis containedin earlyperiodswill graduallyerode.
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always perform up to the limit of their abilities.18 Consider then the
innovative remnant model in which managers slack off over time and
then are forced to change in order to survive.19 In this model plants
move down in the productivity distribution in a way that is similar to
the vintage model. This decline is not only the result of technological
obsolescence. It also is the result of nonmaximizing behavior by managers. These managers do not change work arrangements or bother to
innovate as long as the plant is performing satisfactorily. Once the plant
has fallen to the bottom of the productivity distribution, the managers
change and the plant then moves up to the top of the distribution again.
Predictions in this model about plant dynamics are similar to those of
the vintage model, except that we would expect to see a cycling of
plants in the productivity distribution, with plants that have been at the
bottom of the distribution moving up to the top.
In addition to differences in managerial quality, there is another
reason why some plants might remain above or below average in productivity over a long period of time: differences in the quality of their
workforces.
Differences in Workforce Quality

Our estimates of productivity already include one adjustment for
differences in the quality of workers. We distinguish between production and nonproduction workers. The labor input is computed as production-worker hours plus a quality-adjusted estimate of nonproduction
hours. The adjustment is made using the relative earnings of nonproduction employees (with the calculations made separately for each plant).
Nonproduction workers on average have higher wages than production
workers have. The wage difference (one that has grown over time) is
attributed to skill differences. Therefore, one source of productivity
increase in manufacturing-namely, the shift in the composition of the
workforce toward higher skilled nonproduction workers-is being ad-

18. See Abernathy, Clark, and Kantrow (1983); Hayes, Wheelwright, and Clark (1988);
Caves and Barton (1990); and Dertouzos, Lester, and Solow (1989).
19. We owe our interest in this model to Nelson and Winter (1978, 1982). Richard
Nelson has indicated to us that the behavior of manufacturing plants in practice is more
complex than we describe it. In his judgment our depiction of the cycling of plants is
oversimplified. We will simply describe this case as the "innovative remnant" model.
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justed out of our analysis. We will show slower productivity growth
than if productivity were calculated simply with an estimate of hours
worked.
Consider now the effect of differences in the quality of production
workers. Assume that there is an index qL of the average quality of the
workforce in a given plant. The true production function for plant i
would be
(12)

Qi=F[Ki,

Mi, (LiqjL)] ei,

where Fi is the distribution of productivity across plants, and the time
subscript has been dropped. Suppose that the quality of individual workers is fully or partially reflected in the relative wage each is paid. In
this case
(13)

qi=

Wi7.

We will obtain valid estimates of the effect of the relative wage on
productivity, provided the relative wage paid is exogenous to the plant:
(14)

lnTFPi

=

UL'YlnWi+

Ei.

The coefficient on the wage in a TFP regression will identify the parameter y, reflecting the relation between wage and quality. This relation could be the result of differences in skill levels. It also could be
the effect of higher wages in raising work effort, as described by the
efficiency wage theorists.
If the labor market is competitive-that is, if plants can select all
the workers they want at a given level of quality-then market equilibrium will ensure that y is equal to unity. Any coefficient other than
unity will lead plants to adjust either quality or quantity. In this case
the wage should enter the productivity relation with the same coefficient
as labor input.
Now assume an alternative framework. The workers are all identical,
and there is no difference in work effort across plants. Workers, however, are able to bargain for high wages in plants with high productivity.
The wage itself will depend upon the distribution of productivity across
plants. This can be expressed
(15)

lnWi = constant + 86i + p,i
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where pi is a disturbance term. Substituting this expression into the
production function (with qL now equal to unity) gives the following:
(16)

1

lnTFPi

- lnWi + pi.
6

This case will also show the wage as being correlated with productivity.
The true causation, however, is going the other way: productivity is
causing the wage rather than the other way around.20
The strong correlation between the wage that a plant pays and the
plant's productivity cannot simply be taken as a skill indicator. To study
the link between wages and productivity, we introduce exogenous variables that are correlated with the wage and then use two-stage estimates
of the impact of wages on productivity and the impact of productivity
on wages. We draw on the work of Tim Dunne and Mark J. Roberts.21
They have developed a two-stage model of plant closings where wages
affect the probability of closing and vice versa. They use indicators of
local labor market conditions that are exogenous to plant-level decisions
and explain about 40 percent of plant wage variations.

The Data
The Longitudinal Research Database has been developed by the Center for Economic Studies at the Census Bureau. It contains information
from manufacturing establishments from the census years 1963, 1967,
1972, 1977, 1982, and 1987 and from the Annual Survey of Manufacturers (ASM) establishments from 1972 to 1988. Making use of work
at the center on the linkage of plant observations (by Tim Dunne, John
Haltiwanger, Steve Davis, Scott Schuh, and others), we construct longitudinal histories for each of the plants in the panel. Data are available
only between census years for ASM plants. There is information in the
data set on shipments and materials by detailed (seven-digit) product
code; inventories, employment, wages, salaries, and fringe benefits for
all workers and for production workers; energy use and cost of contract
20. In calculatingTFPwe haveassumedcompetitivefactormarkets.If this assumption
is violated,theremay be some bias introducedinto our TFP calculations.
21. Dunneand Roberts(1990).
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work; and investment, value of investment, book value of capital (structures and equipment), and capital rentals. There is information on the
ownership of the plant and whether it is part of a multiplant firm. There
is no plant-level information on the purchases of services, except energy. We use estimates of the ratio of materials purchased to purchased
services made at the two-digit level by the Bureau of Labor Statistics
to provide a crude correction for the increase in purchased services in
manufacturing. There is geographic information on each plant.22
In the LRD there are difficulties with following plants over time (the
linkage problem), and there are missing and nonsensical values that
can create outliers large enough to throw off a whole regression or
summary table. Plants that have relative productivity outside of a range
plus and minus two of the industry mean have been considered "bad
data." (Productivity is measured in logs so this corresponds to plants
plus and minus 200 percent of the average.) They are primarily plants
that are starting up or closing down, or they may be plants where the
data have been entered incorrectly on the census form. Several people
have warned us of the dangers of excluding outliers, and we have
worked at length to minimize the number of plants involved. At this
point our exclusions involve only a few plants, and we have checked
these out on an individual basis. We were concerned that leaving these
plants in the sample would generate considerable distortion, and we
hope that leaving them out does not introduce a bias.
We have carried out our analysis in two stages. We experimented
first with data for five four-digit industries: motor vehicle assembly,
3711; motor vehicle parts, 3714; construction equipment, 3531; computing equipment, 3573; and ball and roller bearings, 3562. We have
data on these industries for all years from 1972 to 1988 and for the
earlier censuses. For these industries we constructed capital stock data
22. See McGuckinandPascoe (1988) for a discussionof the dataandcurrentresearch
on it. Manypeoplehavelookedat productivityat theplantlevelusingtheLRD.Lichtenberg
andSiegel (1987) examinethe effect of changesin ownershipon productivityin individual
plants.Gort,Bahk,andWall(1991) look at theproductivityof new andold plants.Nguyen
andReznek(1991) look at the five industriesand examinewhethertherewas evidenceof
nonconstantreturnsto scale, both fromCobb-Douglasparametersandfrom separateproductionfunctionestimatesof smallandlargeplants.Doms (1990) estimatesvintagecapital
effects in the steel industry.Streitwieser(1991) looks at plant-leveldiversification.Additionalreferencesare given in McGuckin(1989). Forsimilarworkon Canadiandata, see
BaldwinandGorecki(1990).
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using annual investment data and an estimate of initial capital stock;
we allocated a plant's book value of capital to investment over its prior
existence.
The second stage of the research was to study 23 industries (including
the original 5), but with data only for the census years 1963, 1967,
1972, 1977, 1982, and 1987. The 23 industries are listed in appendix
table A-1. There are data reported for all plants in the census, but the
information is far from complete. Some plants are classified as "administrative record cases," and for these plants all of the data except
employment are imputed. We have excluded these plants. Then the
plants that are omitted from the Annual Survey of Manufacturers are
not asked to report the book value of their capital except in 1987. The
book value in the LRD is imputed.
We have compared results using only the 5 industries with good
capital data, to results using the 23 industries with only the ASM plants,
and to results with all of the plants except administrative record cases.
There are some differences in results, particularly going from 5 industries to 23. But the changes in the capital data do not seem to make
much difference. Using the 5-industry sample as a test case, we found
little difference between results with the book value of capital and results
using our carefully constructed capital series. Labor and materials both
have much larger cost shares than does capital so that the impact of
errors in the capital input is attenuated.
We decided to use the 23-industry data but excluded the plants with
imputed data. This means that we have used the plants that are part of
the Annual Survey of Manufacturers. The danger is that we understate
the small entrants. But since we have compared the results with those
including all but administrative record cases, a reasonable picture of
the larger sample is provided. We chose the 23 industries to give a
broad spectrum of manufacturing plants, selecting from those industries
where most plants produce a single product. (The primary product
specialization ratios for the chosen industries were all over 80 percent.)
In our discussion of the alternative models of productivity, we have
stressed the tremendous heterogeneity among manufacturing plants, the
importance of entry and exit, and the fact that plants can both rise and
fall in the distribution of productivity. We ask now how this heterogeneity affects industry productivity growth.
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Table 1. Decompositionof TFP Growth, Selected Periods
Percentageincreaseover the period
Category
1972-77
All industries
Except3573
Except3573 and 3711

Fixed shares

Shareeffect

Entryand
exit

7.17
4.62
0.89

5.04
2.80
-0.86

2.12
1.92
1.84

0.01
-0.09
-0.09

2.39
- 3.18
-4.80

- 1.09
- 6.08
-8.79

2.53
2.49
3.41

0.95
0.41
0.59

15.63
8.98
9.30

13.52
7.16
7.59

3.15
2.82
2.60

-1.05
- 1.00
-0.89

Total

1977-82
All industries
Except3573
Except3573 and 3711
1982-87
All
Except3573
Except3573 and 3711
Source: Authors' calculations.

The Results of the Decomposition

of Productivity

Table 1 gives the results of the decompositions we described earlier
1977-82, and 1982-87
based on the 23 industries for the 1972-77,
periods. We give only the weighted averages in the text to avoid an
overdose of numbers, but we refer to results for individual industries.
The industry detail is given in appendix table A- 1. The industry-average
figure weights each industry by its share of nominal gross output, averaged over the beginning and ending years of the period.
As well as the average growth for all of the industries together, we
give the averages excluding computer equipment (3573) and the averages excluding both 3573 and motor vehicle assembly (3711). We
are mimicking the way in which the consumer price index (CPI) is
reported as "all items" and then "all items less energy" or "all items
less food and energy." The computer industry is singled out for special
treatment. Productivity growth in this industry is so large, captured by
the quality-adjusted price index for computers, that it is better to leave
it out of the total. We do not disagree with the high rate of growth
found for this industry, but to include it as one of our 23 industries
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would give an unrepresentative picture of manufacturing generally. We
also show the results without motor vehicle assembly because it is so
large that it has a big effect on the whole.
The column labeled "fixed shares" gives the fixed-weight contribution to total industry growth deriving from plants that were operating
in both the beginning and the end of the period (the stayers). This
growth figure weights each plant by its share of output in the industry
at the beginning of the time period. This fixed-weight average of the
growth rates of the stayers generally determines the performance of the
individual industries.
The column labeled "share effect" gives the contribution to industry
productivity growth coming from the changing shares of output produced by the stayers. The results are striking: changes in output shares
have a positive effect on productivity in all of the industries in all three
time periods.23 There is a positive contribution to growth coming from
increasing output shares among high-productivity plants and decreasing
output shares among low-productivity plants. The all-industry average
greatly strengthens our finding-namely, that the shift of output to more
productive plants (within the stayers) is an important contributor to
productivity growth in manufacturing. This source of growth apparently
has increased in importance over time. It accounts for nearly half of
the growth in the total for the 1972-77 period (excluding 3573). It
helps offset the sharp decline in productivity from 1977 to 1982. And
it provides an importantelement of the rapid productivity growth achieved
in manufacturing in the 1980s.
The final column shows that the contribution of entry and exit to
industry productivity growth is not very large in any of the periods.
Over the time horizon of five years, most of the success or failure of
an industry, measured by its productivity growth, depends upon the
plants that are around at both the beginning and the end of the period.
The net effect of entry and exit is not great because the relative productivities of the entrants are not very different from the relative productivities of exits. Except in a few industries, they do not account for
large shares of total output. There is an apparent cyclical pattern to
entry and exit. In the periods of growth in manufacturing (1972-77
23. Our findingsconfirmresults of Olley and Pakes (1992) for the telephoneand
telegraphindustry,3661.
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and 1982-87), there is a slight negative net effect of entry and exit.
Entrants with below average productivity are reducing average productivity. During the recession period 1977 to 1982, there is less entry
and there is more exit of low-productivity plants. There is a small net
positive contribution from entry and exit. Later in this paper we will
give additional information about the importance of entry. Those entrants that survive add to overall growth over a time period longer than
the five-year periods shown here.
In table 2 we give the decomposition within the stayers for the
industry aggregates. The individual industry results are in appendix
table A-2. The column labeled "total" simply adds the fixed shares
and share effect columns from table 1 (for example, for 1972 to 1977
all industries, 7.16 = 5.04 + 2.12). Table 2 gives the TFP growth of
the group of plants and the contribution that the group makes to industry
productivity growth, where each group's productivity increase is weighted
by its share of output.
We concentrate on the results that exclude 3573. The plants that stay
roughly in the same place in the productivity distribution (the "top
two," "bottom two," and "rest" groups) contributed 68.6 percent of
the total stayer growth from 1972 to 1977 and 62.7 percent from 1982
to 1987. During the period of productivity decline, 1977-82, however,
these same groups accounted for only 20.0 percent of the all-industry
decline.
Large offsetting effects on productivity come from the plants that
are moving up rapidly in the distribution and from the plants that are
falling rapidly. If we separate the effects of the ups and the downs,
their impact looks very large indeed. Their shares of output are not
particularly large, but their rates of productivity increase or decrease
are so great that their overall impact is important. Over the period 197277, where neither the beginning nor the end point is a recession, the
plants that moved up by two or more quintiles contributed 7.5 percentage points to productivity growth, while the plants moving down
subtracted over 6 points from stayer growth.
Over the 1977-82 period the group of plants that moved up grew as
rapidly as they had over the 1972-77 period, although their contribution
to overall growth was somewhat less than had been true in the earlier
period because there were fewer plants in that situation. The biggest
change during the recession period is that the negative effect of the
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Table 2. Decompositionof Stayers' TFP Growth by Position in Productivity
Distribution, Selected Periods
Percentageincreaseover the period

Category

Plants
that
Total movedup
(without by two or
entryand more
exit) quintiles

Plants
that
Plants moved
that downby
stayedin two or
top two more
quintiles quintiles

Plants
that
stayedin
bottom The rest
two
of the
quintiles plants

1972-77
All industries
Growthof group
Contributionto total
All except 3573
Growthof group
Contribution
to total
All except3573 and3711
Growthof group
Contributionto total

7.16

33.85
8.13

6.92
4.54

-22.32
-5.66

6.04
1.05

6.29
-0.90

4.71

29.67
7.52

3.69
4.21

-24.65
-6.04

3.28
-0.37

4.01
-0.61

0.98

30.74
6.62

-0.40
0.98

-34.35
-6.11

0.03
-0.09

0.12
-0.42

1.44

36.79
7.81

5.33
-0.80

-30.34
-9.62

0.57
3.76

0.92
0.30

- 3.59

30.48
5.87

-0.32
-33.16
- 1.18 - 8.73

-4.78
0.79

-4.28
-0.33

-5.38

33.27
7.54

-3.79
-40.27
- 1.42 -8.90

-6.97
- 1.79

-6.62
-0.82

16.68

52.87
15.16

14.11 -29.64
5.97
-8.88

12.03
2.24

15.67
2.19

9.98

41.75
13.46

7.79
5.72

-33.42
-9.74

5.75
0.31

8.97
0.23

10.18

48.84
14.91

8.48
2.18

-31.38
-11.46

7.03
2.24

9.76
2.30

1977-82
All industries
Growthof group
Contribution
to total
All except 3573
Growthof group
Contribution
to total
All except3573 and3711
Growthof group
Contributionto total
1982-87
All industries
Growthof group
Contributionto total
All except 3573
Growthof group
Contribution
to total
All except3573 and3711
Growthof group
Contributionto total
Source: Authors' calculations.
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declining group was much larger. The net effect of the ups and downs
accounts for much of the overall decline. Moreover, when we look at
the selection of results for the individual industries, we can see cases
where the net effect of the plants moving up and down is very important
to overall industry performance.24 In fact, in industries with negative
productivity growth, the plants that have fallen sharply through the
productivity distribution often are dragging the whole industry down.25
The results for the 1982-87 recovery period show again that the
down group provides less of a drag on industry productivity than did
the equivalent group in 1977-82. The net effect of the up and down
group contributes about a third of total growth.
From this decomposition we draw several conclusions concerning
the ways in which stability and mobility are important. First, the net
effect of entry and exit on productivity growth is not terribly important
to productivity growth over five years.
Second, the increasing share of output going to high-productivity
plants is important in some but not most industries when each industry
is looked at separately. But changing output shares strongly affects the
all-industry average growth, and it may be growing in importance. This
is because it is always working in the same direction, while individual
industries go up and down. The fact that more productive plants in an
industry grow relative to less productive plants is an important way in
which to add to productivity growth in total manufacturing.
Third, the plants that stay within one quintile in the productivity
distribution produce most of output, and they are key to the performance
of individual industries. They account for two-thirds of the growth of
the industry productivity in the nonrecession period, and they sustain
productivity in the recession period.
Finally, the plants that move up and down have offsetting effects on
industry growth. In industries where there is declining productivity, or
during a period where the economy goes into a recession, the negative
impact of the rapidly declining plants is much larger than is the positive
24. Because we are allowing the outputsharesto change, a groupof plantsthat has
to productivityin the industry.
an increasein productivitycan makea negativecontribution
The shareof outputin these plantsdeclines.
25. The resultsfor these plantsmust be viewed with some cautionbecauseerrorsin
the datawill generatespuriousup and down movements.A plantthathas an incorrectly
low productivityin one yearwill probablyshow a sharpupwardmovementin productivity.
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impact of the rising plants. This can add to the decline of an industry
or, in the case of recession, to the overall decline. In times of overall
growth, the UP2 category is a potent force for productivity increase.
We have discussed how the heterogeneity of plants plays out in terms
of the productivity growth of the industries. We now examine how
plants actually move in the productivity distribution and how entrants
and exits compare with stayers.

The Movement of Plants in the ProductivityDistribution
Transition matrices have proven useful as a way of studying dynamic
behavior in several areas of economics, notably labor market phenomena. For example, individuals move from employment to unemployment
or unemployed persons leave the labor force entirely. The labor market
transition matrix gives the fractions of a given sample that make each
of the alternative transitions. This approach can readily be applied to
the productivity distributions. Once the plants in our samples have been
ranked by their relative productivities in each year and placed into
quintiles, we can set up a transition matrix giving the fractions of the
sample that make each of the alternative movements among quintiles.
For example, for the plants that were in the top quintile in their own
industry in 1972, we can see what fraction were also in the top quintile
of their industry in 1977. The fractions that are in the second, third,
fourth, and fifth quintiles can also be determined. Some of the plants
will have moved into another industry, and some will have been closed
down. These transitions we have called "switch out" and "death."
We will also be able to see where plants came from. For example,
of the plants in the top quintile in their industry in 1977, we will be
able to see the fraction that came from the top quintile in 1972, the
second quintile in 1972, and so on. There are also transitions into an
industry, the fractions that were new entrants and the fractions that had
switched in from another industry. These transitions we call "switch
in" and "birth."

Table 3 shows the average transition matrices for 1972 to 1977. The
matrices have all been weighted by employment size. Appendix table
A-3 gives the same transition matrix showing numbers of plants unweighted by size. The weights for plants that were in operation in both
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Table 3. A Matrix of Relative Productivityin 1972 and 1977, Weighted by
Employment(highest productivity, quintile 1; lowest, quintile 5)"
Quintilesin 1977
Plant
group

1

2

3

4

5

Switch
out

Death

1

60.75
52.89

14.86
18.81

7.08
13.69

5.57
11.34

5.49
8.90

4.01
22.04

2.24
16.67

25.77

2

30.28 31.85 15.60 6.46
9.06
18.16 27.77 20.77
12.30 21.94 19.64 22.12
6.11 15.83 21.65 25.68

7.61
8.49
15.26
14.11

5.44
20.56
4.46
13.97

2.76
14.12
4.27
18.12

17.75

4

14.51
6.21

18.76
11.68

18.53
17.61

18.84
15.02

7.32
19.78

4.95
18.08

12.67

5

14.13
9.58

5.70
33.01

20.06

24.97
4.13

9.92 15.81 32.44
14.93 25.05 40.94
19.16 15.65 15.82
7.04
6.06
4.87

5.53
23.65

Switchin

16.47
16.23
24.40
5.87

.. .
...

4.90

Birth

20.79
2.92

18.66
3.81

13.82
4.31

.. .
...
.. .
. .. .

.. .
.

4.16

29.60

20.36

13.33

3
_

Column
total

17.08
17.09

17.44 29.30
5.73
7.66
12.66 15.90

4.69

Row
total

14.70

._._

3.46

100.00

Source: Authors' calculations.
a. The top number in each cell shows where the plants that were in a given quintile in 1972 ended up in 1977. The
bottom numberin each cell shows where the plants that were in a given quintile in 1977 came from. Top numbersare
row percentages;bottom numbersare column percentages.

1972 and 1977 reflectthe plants' averageemploymentin the two years.
The weights for the entrantsand exits reflect their employmentin the
year that they were in the sample. Therefore, the total employment
(about 3 million) that enters the matrixis the average employmentof
the stayers, plus the employmentof the entrantsin the later year, plus
the employmentof the exits in the earlier year.
In order to get a sense of how the matrixworks, start with the box
in the first row and first column. Of the plants that were in the first
quintile in 1972, a weighted 60.75 percent of them were in the first
quintile again in 1977. Of the plants that were in the first quintile in
1977, a weighted 52.89 percentof themhadcome fromthe firstquintile
in 1972.
Moving to the right along with the firstrow, we see that a weighted
14.86 percent of the plants that were in the first quintile in 1972 had
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moved down to the second quintile by 1977. This is a huge drop compared with the percentagethat had stayed in the first quintile. These
percentagesgraduallydecrease along the row. Only a weighted 4.01
percentof the top 1972 plantshad switchedout of this industryby 1977
and only 2.24 percenthad closed.
Of the plants that were in the top quintilein 1977, a weighted 52.89
percentof them came from the top quintile in 1972. As we move down
the first column of the boxes, the percentagesagain decline, although
not monotonically. Of the plantsthat were in the firstquintile in 1977,
9.58 percenthad been in the fifthquintilein 1972. Only about7 percent
of the plants that were in the top quintile in 1977 were plants that had
switched in to this industry(4.13 percent)or were new entrants(2.92
percent).
The plants have been divided into quintiles on the basis of number
of plants. When the plants are weighted by employment,however, the
quintiles are far from even. Employment is more concentrated in the
top and the bottom quintiles (See appendix table A-3 to compare the

weighted and unweightedmatrices.)
In the 1972-77 transitionmatrix,we areimpressedby the persistence
in the relative productivity. This persistence seems to be particularly
markedat the top of the distribution.The somewhatlower persistence
at the bottom is to be expected since these plants have the opportunity
to change industryor to close down as well as to move up.
There is not much evidence in table 3 of a systematicplant vintage
effect. Of the plants that were in the second quintile in 1972, more of
them (on a weighted basis) moved into the top quintile than into the
third quintile. Of the plants that were in the third quintile in 1972,
aboutthe same numberhad moved into the first and second quintiles
as had moved into the third and fourthquintiles. In addition, the new
plants were not all concentratedin the top quintiles.
Thekindof cycling thatis predictedby the innovativeremnantmodel
describessome but not most of the plants in table 3. For example, of
the plants that were in the bottom quintile in 1972, a weighted 30.36
percentof them (14.13 + 16.23) were in the firsttwo quintilesin 1977.
Of the plantsthatwere in the top quintilein 1977, 9.58 percentof them
were plantsthathad come from the bottomquintile in 1972. The same
patternis present, althoughless marked,in the 1977-82 and 1982-87
matrices(not shown in this paper).The datashow thatsome plantswith
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poor productivitycan restructureand move up dramatically,but this is
not the main pattern.
When we examine the entrantsas a group, we see that the plants
that switched out of their industrieswere spreadfairly evenly through
the quintiles. The concentrationwas somewhatgreaterat the top and
the bottom. Plants that are doing badly will leave, but many highproductivityplantsmay see betteropportunitiesin anotherproductline.
Plants that died are concentratedat the bottom of the productivitydistribution. A weighted 51.09 percent of them (18.08 + 33.01) came
from the bottom two quintiles. Many low-productivityplants do not
make it. If we look at the unweightedfigures, the concentrationof exits
in the bottom quintiles is much more marked. Many of the low-productivity plants that do not make it are small. This fits well with the
dynamic models of Jovanovic and Ericson and Pakes.26
A surprisingnumberof high-productivityplants also exit the industry. In fact, there is a sign of bimodalityin the distributionof exiting
plants, if we look at switch outs and deaths. This slight bimodality
reappearsfor the entrantsandfor subsequenttime periods. Clearly, the
data do not fit exactly with a model in which the only reason for exit
is that the plant has fallen below some critical productivitylevel.
Looking at the entrantsfor 1972-77, we see that in the weighted
data, the plantsthat switch in to an industryare somewhatconcentrated
in above-averageproductivityquintiles. A weighted49.37 percentare
in the firsttwo quintiles. The patternis less markedamong the births,
but there is fairly clear evidence of bimodality. The unweighteddata
reveal that it is the large entrantsthat have high productivity.In terms
of numbersof plants, entrantsare concentratedin the bottomquintiles.
The transitionmatricesfor the 23 industriesfor the second and third
time periods (not shown) reveal some patternsthat are repeatedover
time and some patternsthat change. The most interestingchange in the
patternof transitionsis that there is less persistence at the top of the
distribution.This makes sense. During the 1980s, there was a lot of
structuralchange in U.S. manufacturing.U.S. companieswere forced
to face very strongforeign competitionas a result of the strongdollar.
Andforeignmanufacturerswere openingnew plantsin the UnitedStates
or were upgradingexisting plants that they purchased.
26. Jovanovic(1982); and Ericsonand Pakes(1989).
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Table 4. A Matrix of Relative Productivityin 1972 and 1982, Weighted by
Employment(highest productivity, quintile 1; lowest, quintile 5)"
Quintilesin 1982
Plant
group

1

2

3

4

5

Switch Switch
out
out Dead Dead Row
1977 1982 1977 1982 total

1

42.48 15.70 7.35 7.66 13.04 3.92 3.32 2.35 4.18 23.52
46.48 25.34 15.17 12.97 14.34 22.66 19.96 16.01 16.93

2

19.01 19.57 18.62 12.40 10.26 4.88 5.29 2.96 6.99
14.84 22.52 27.39 14.97 8.05 20.15 22.72 14.42 20.18

3

14.45
9.21
9.25
5.18

4
______

a 5

14.48
13.61
14.59
12.05

11.68
14.04
10.69
11.28

17.38
17.15
14.57
12.62

16.78

16.84 4.30 5.01 4.62 11.25
10.79 14.51 17.57 18.36 26.51
26.94 7.39 4.17 5.22 7.19
15.16 21.87 12.84 18.24 14.88

13.71

8.34 8.37 7.38 15.49 38.32 4.36 5.43 5.86 6.44
7.52 11.14 12.56 21.61 34.74 20.81 26.92 32.97 21.49

19.39

Cv Switch 20.41 19.07 13.70 17.77 29.05 ...

12.04

...

...
...

...
...

...
...

3.16

4.30

Switch 24.55 14.01 18.61 20.28 22.56
in 1982 5.47 4.60 7.82 6.99 5.05

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

4.79

...
...

...
...

...

...
...

...
...

3.91

3.45

in 1977

3.00

4.14

3.80

4.05

23.35 17.54 13.43 22.25 23.43.
3.60 3.99 3.90 5.30 3.63 ...
30.64 11.58 13.98 18.24 25.55 ...
Born
1982
4.70 2.62 4.04 4.33 3.94 ...
Column21.50 14.58 11.40 13.90 21.39 4.07
total
Born
1977

3.31
...

3.30

.
5.81 100.00

Source: Authors' calculations.
a. The top number in each cell shows where the plants that were in a given quintile in 1972 ended up in 1977. The
bottom number in each cell shows where the plants that were in a given quintile in 1977 came from. Top numbersare
row percentages;bottom numbersare column percentages.

Because of the markedpatternof persistencein the 5-year transition
matrices, we decided to take a look at the 10-yearmatrixfor the 197282 period. Table 4 gives the results for the weighted data; the unweighted matrix is in appendixtable A-4. The persistence in the 10year transitionswas even more remarkablethan that found in the 5year table. For plants in the top quintile in 1972, more than 58 percent
of them were still in the top two quintiles in 1982 (42.48 + 15.70).
This is for the weighted data, but even in terms of numberof plants,
the equivalentnumberis almost 47 percent. Of the plants that were in
the bottom quintile in 1972, nearly 54 percent of them were in the
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Table 5. A Matrix of the Relative Productivityof Births in Quintile 1987 (highest
productivity, quintile 1; lowest, quintile 5)
Quintile 1987

Plant group
Born 10-15
years ago
Born5-10 years
ago
Born less than5
years ago

1

2

3

4

5

36.03
4.80

18.13
3.41

17.48
4.29

14.02
3.92

14.34
2.51

28.41
3.64

31.37
5.66

5.93
1.40

9.94
2.67

19.03

10.78

11.87

18.89

24.35
4.10
39.44

4.23

3.37

4.85

8.79

11.52

Source: Authors' calculations.

bottom two quintiles 10 years later (15.49 + 38.32). Just over 22
percent of these plants had died or left the industry (4.36 + 5.43 +
5.86 + 6.44). These are all size-weighted figures.
We also have constructed 15-year transition matrices for the entire
1972-87 period. There is a good deal of persistence evident in these
matrices, although less than for the 10-year transitions. The reason that
we did not use the full 15-year period is that there were changes made
in the SIC and in the LRD for 1987. Some industries were redefined,
and so we had to track down plants and try to keep our industry definitions consistent. More problematic was the fact that some plants were
divided into two, and some plants were combined into one. We have
spent a good deal of time trying to overcome this problem by tracking
down the changes, but there remain too many deaths in our 1987 sample
for us to have confidence in the results.
Although also somewhat uncertain, results for births from the 1987
sample are sufficiently interesting to be reported (table 5). We give the
part of the transition matrix that shows where the births ended up. In
the 5-year matrices births enter with rather low productivity.27 In the
10-year transition, births gradually caught up to the average level of
productivity.28 Following the plants over the 15-year horizon reveals
an important new finding: the plants that were born between the 1972
and 1977 censuses have above average productivity by 1987. These
results are conditional, of course, upon the plants having survived. We
27. Otherresearchersusingsimilardatasets havefoundthesamepattern.See Griliches
andRegev (forthcoming);and Bregman,Fuss, andRegev (forthcoming).
28. For Canada,BaldwinandGorecki(1990) foundthe same thing.
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find that the survivors move up the distribution,or the ones at the
bottom are weeded out over time, or both effects are in operation.
We have made some inferencesthat were based on inspectionof the
transition matrices, but we can do better than that by verifying the
patternsstatistically. Some simple nonparametrictests relate directly
to the patternsof movement in the transitionmatrices.

Testing the ProductivityRankings
In the process of constructingthe transitionmatrices,we rankedthe
plants on the basis of their relativeproductivities.The extent to which
stayers, entrants, and exits have different productivityranks can be
used for hypothesistesting. Statisticalanalysis based upon rankshas a
long history in economics. Two of Milton Friedman'searliest articles
proposed nonparametricmethods that are still used today.29We will
test thatasks whether
use the Wilcoxon statistic, a simplenonparametric
the ranks of some "treatment" group of plants is different from the
ranksof a control group.30Under the null hypothesisof no difference
between the treatmentgroupandthe controlgroup, the rankingsof the
treatmentgroupof plants will be scatteredrandomly,regardlessof the
truedistributionof productivity.This allows the computationof a standardnormaltest statistic that can reject the null for large samples.
In the tests for the 1972-77 panel, for example, we look at all of
the plants in operationin 1977. For the plantsthat were also operating
in 1972, we take the groupthat was in, say, the first quintile in 1972.
Then we see how the plants rank in the productivitydistributionin
1977. We do the same for the plantsthatwere in the fourotherquintiles
in 1972. We also look at the plantsthat switchedin to the industryand
the birthsbetween 1972 and 1977. We see how they arerankedin 1977.
The firstcolumnof table 6 gives standardnormaltest statisticsbased
upon the rankingsof the plants in 1977. Plantsare divided into groups
dependingupon their quintile in 1972 or whetherthey are switch-ins
or births.31Plants that were in the first and second quintiles in 1972
29. Friedman(1937, 1940).
30. Dieboldand Rudebusch(forthcoming)describethe approach.
31. The resultsreportedin table 6 do not adjustfor differencesin the size of plants.
They correspondto the unweightedresults.
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Table 6. Wilcoxon Tests of ProductivityTransitions

Plant group
Firstquintile
Secondquintile
Thirdquintile
Fourthquintile
Fifthquintile
Switch ins
Births
Less than5 yearsago
5 to 10 yearsago
10 to 15 yearsago

Test of rank
in 1977
based on
1972
quintile

Testof rank
in 1982
based on
1977
quintile

Test of rank
in 1987
based on
1982
quintile

- 20.35
-7.69
1.52
4.48
6.42
4.80

-17.78
-5.18
0.91
4.90
8.30
6.96

- 16.89
-7.75
0.68
4.80
7.83
7.27

13.20
...
...

7.71
0.99
...

7.10
0.35
-2.20

Source: Authors' calculations.

were significantlyabove average in relative productivitywhen ranked
in 1977. The standardnormal statistic is negative, which indicates a
low rank.In otherwords, these areplantsnearthe top of the productivity
distribution.(The lowest numericalrankis equalto unity, the top plant.)
Plantsrankedin the bottomtwo quintilesin the earlyyearshave relative
productivitiesthat were significantlybelow averagein the laterperiod.
Similarresultsapplyto the 1977-82 and 1982-87 periods, but we have
not included these in the table.
It is, perhaps, not surprisingto find that plants in the top quintiles
in a given year were still well above average in productivityfour or
five years later. But the resultsfromthe 10-yeartransitions(not shown)
are really quite strong:plants in the top two quintiles in 1972 were still
rankedway above average 10 years later. Thereis clearly an enormous
amountof persistence in the productivitydistribution.
The resultsfor the entrantsduringthe five-yearperiodareinteresting.
Recent births have relative productivitieswell below the average. In
fact, the new entrantsrank well below the stayers that were in the
bottomquintilein the earlyperiod,baseduponthe sizes of theirstandard
normalstatistics. We find, as others have found before us, that plants
thatenteran industryhave low productivityon average.The plantsthat
switchto this industryarealso below averagein productivity,according
to the Wilcoxon tests.
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Table 7. Wilcoxon Tests of the Productivityof Exits
Rank
in 1972

Rank
in 1977

Rankin
1982

Switchouts
5 yearshence
5 to 10 yearshence
10 to 15 yearshence

5.85
3.17
1.25

7.49
1.02
...

5.22
...
...

Deaths
5 yearshence
5 to 10 yearshence
10 to 15 yearshence

8.46
5.11
3.17

12.16
6.19
. . ....

8.95

Plant group

Source: Authors' calculations.

When we look at the tests over 10 years, we see a big difference
between the entrants that came in the 1972-77 period and those that
came in the 1977-82 period. The plants that entered in the earlier period
and had not exited again had just about caught up to the average by
1982. And this pattern shows up even more for the survivors over 15
years. These plants are significantly above average in productivity by
1987, as shown in the last column of table 6.
The transition matrices show not only where plants had come from
but also where plants had moved to. In particular, we can look at the
plants that were in operation in an early year and had left the industry
or closed down by the later year. Plants that exited the industry by
switching out or closing down were below average in rank 5 years, 10
years, or 15 years prior to their exit (table 7). This is the average pattern,
and it is one that we expected to see. Recall, however, that there are
high-productivity deaths in all of the industries, particularly when the
plant that closes is a large plant.

Transitions

Based on Productivity

Bands

The transition matrices that we have tabulated have a distinctive
feature: a spreading of productivity among the plants in the middle
quintiles. The extent of persistence looks lower for the middle quintiles.
This occurs partly because the distribution of productivities is roughly
bell shaped and so the range of productivities is narrower for the middle
quintile than it is for the top or bottom quintiles. Plants are likely to
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move across quintiles more easily in the middle of the distribution.32
In a pioneeringanalysis of business concentration,P.E. Hartand S.J.
Praisdiscuss this issue andpresenttransitionmatricesbasedon quintiles
andon equalwidthproductivitybands.33The quintilesask, for example,
whether plants in the top fifth of plants remain in the top fifth over
time. The bandtransitionsask, for example, whetherplantsthat are 25
to 50 percent above the industryaverage productivitywill remain in
the same band over time. There is no particularrule that says that
quintiles or bands are better;they simply look at differentquestions.
To illustratemore fully what is happeningin the middle of the productivity distribution,we present histograms(figure 2) showing how
plants that were in a given productivityband in 1982 were distributed
in 1987. We areshowinga partialrepresentationof thejoint productivity
distribution.The open-endedtop andbottombandswith very few plants
are omitted. We present the results for the 1982-87 period since this
period was neglected in our earlieranalysis. Because we are concerned
about the reliability of the data, deaths are omitted. The results for
band transitionsfor the earlier time periods look very similar to the
results depicted in figure 2.
Persistence will show up in figure 2 if the mass of the distribution
is concentratedaroundthe same band in 1987 that the plants had in
1982. In general, the figure provides support for persistence in the
distributionwithin the center of the bell-shapeddistribution.
This concludes our examinationof the transitionmatrices and the
nonparametrictests that are based upon them. There is very striking
persistence to the productivitydistributionand wide diversity among
differentplants, includingdifferences among entrantsand exiters. We
now explore how the observable characteristicsof plants affect the
levels and rates of growth of productivityof the plants in our sample.
Regression Analysis of Productivity
We ask whetherrelativeproductivitycan be explainedby plantcharacteristics. We use the term "explain" cautiously, however. At this
32. We are gratefulto RichardCaves and PeterReiss for helpfulcommentson this
issue.

33. Hartand Prais(1956).
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Figure 2. Distributionof Productivityin 1987, Conditionalon TFP in 1982
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point we are mostly looking for correlationsthat will allow us to characterize high- and low-productivityplants. As well as asking why one
plant is more productivethan anotherin a given year, we explore the
relative rates of productivitygrowth among plants and whetherthere
are correlateswith high and low growth. We separatethe stayers, the
entrants,and the exits.
Wageratesfor productionworkersandplantproductivityarestrongly
correlated.High-productivityplantspay high wages. We explore what
drives this correlation.
The productionfunctionprovidesa standardframeworkfor explaining the distributionof productivitiesacross plantswith the usual factor
inputs. It also can test the importanceof otherplantcharacteristics.We
estimatedmanyproductionfunctionsfor the time-seriescross-sectional
data on the five industries we studied initially. All of the factors of
productionwere statisticallysignificantand hadcoefficients in a CobbDouglas functionthatwere reasonablyclose to the factorincome shares.
(The capital share was often too low.) R-squaredswere very high. In
other respects, however, the results were not so good. Estimates of
translogor restrictedtranslogfunctionsshowedthatsecond-orderterms
were highly significant, but the resultingcoefficients failed concavity
tests.
Given possible concernsaboutfunctionalform, not to mentionissues
of endogeneity and selection bias, we decided to use relative TFP (or
the rate of plant TFP growth), ratherthan output, as the dependent
variablein our regressions. Since this procedureassigns cost shares as
the factorelasticities and allows for differentimpliedelasticities across
plants and industries, it gives us an importantadvantage.It allows us
to pool the 23 industries(with industryinterceptdummiesincluded)in
orderto test hypothesescommonto all industries,suchas the importance
of past productivityor the importanceof firm effects.
When the relative TFP computationis made from cost shares, the
sum of the factor elasticities may add up to more or less than unity.
We are not imposingconstantreturnsto scale. Therefore,in ourregressions we include size dummies based on employmentto pick up any
residualscale effect. Scale effects could occur if large and small plants
differ in the extent to which they have marketpowerin productor factor
markets,or they could occurbecausehigh-productivityplantshavebeen
able to become large. The size dummiesdo not provide a good test of
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increasingor decreasingreturnsto scale withinthe productionfunction
itself. Therefore, we ran cross-sectionalproductionfunctionsfor each
of the 23 industriesfor each census year. We reporttests of returnsto
scale from these estimates.
Results for Stayers

The main results for the plants that were operatingat both the beginning and the end of the period are shown in table 8. All of the
regressionscontaindummyvariablesto adjustthe interceptfor industry
and regional differences. Althoughwe have not shown the coefficients
on these dummy variables, F tests indicate that they are statistically
significant. The other main findings are as follows.
First, an importantdeterminantof productivityin the given year is
the productivityof the plant five years earlier. Plant-levelfixed effects
in productivityare persistent.
Second, plantsthatare partof a high-productivityfirmalso will have
high productivity.(Firmproductivityfor planti is definedas the average
productivityof plants in the same firm other than plant i.) Well-run
firms will be able to transferthose skills to their plants by training
managers, giving advice, and transferringtechnology, good product
design, and productionmethods.
Third, in the OLS regressionsthe plant relative wage enters with a
very significantcoefficient and a magnituderoughlyequal to the share
of wages in total cost.
Fourth, large plants (the omitted size category) may have higher
relativeTFP thando small plants. This size effect diminishesover time.
Fifth, plants that specialize in a single productmay or may not be
more productive. Our data did not provide much evidence on this
question.
Sixth, thereis ratherweak evidence for plantvintageeffects. In table
8 we include dummiesto give a roughindicationof plantage. The first
dummy is unity if the plant was in operationin the 1963 census-a
"pre-1963" plant. We did the same thing for plants that were first
observedin later censuses. The results are not terriblystrong, but they
are consistent with the hypothesis that there is a small plant-vintage
effect. Old plants are less productive.
Keep in mind that the contributionof all capital to outputis small,
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Table 8. Regressionsfor Stayersa
Estimated
parameters
(t-statistics)
TFP 5 yearsago
FirmTFP
Wage
Size
Less than25%
25%to 50%
50% to 75%
Specialization
ratio(5-digit)
Age
Pre-1963
Pre- 1967

1977
0.30
(19.3)
0.28
(12.7)
0.18
(9.3)
-0.12
(-8.1)
-0.06
(-5.3)
-0.03
(-3.1)
-0.02
(-0.8)
-0.04
(-2.6)
-0.03
(-1.8)

Pre-1972
Pre- 1977

. . .

Single plantof
multi-unitfirm

0.01
(0.4)
0.03
(2.7)

R2

0.32

Single unit

Numberof
observations

2SLS

OLS

3,124

1982

1987

1977
0.29
(16.4)
0.27
(10.2)
0.04
(0.6)

0.35
(16.9)
0.19
(7.7)
0.16
(7.0)

0.31
(15.0)
0.19
(6.4)
0.19
(7.3)

0.00
(0.0)
0.02
(1.2)
0.01
(0.4)
0.05
(1.6)

-0.07
(-2.8)
-0.05
(-2.5)
-0.02
(- 1.4)
0.05
(1.2)

-0.13
(-7.1)
-0.07
(-4.6)
-0.04
(-2.9)
-0.02
(-0.8)

-0.04
(- 1.3)
0.03
(0.8)

-0.02
(- 1.2)
-0.03
(-1.4)

-0.01
(-0.6)
-0.01
(-0.2)

1982

1987

0.34
(13.4)
0.20
(6.2)
-0.12
(-1.3)

0.30
(11.1)
0.25
(6.6)
0.08
(0.6)

-0.02
(-0.9)
-0.00
(-0.1)
-0.02
(- 1.1)
0.06
(1.7)

-0.06
(- 1.9)
-0.05
(-2.0)
-0.03
(- 1.3)
0.03
(0.6)

0.04
(1.4)
0.02
(0.8)

-0.01
(-0.4)
0.04
(1.1)

0.01

0.02

0.03

(0.6)

(0.6)

(1.0)

(0.9)

. ..

0.02

. ..

0.03

0.03
(1.0)
0.02
(1.7)
0.23
2,770

. . .

0.04

(0.6)
0.01
(0.3)
-0.01
(-0.7)
0.22

-0.01
(-0.4)
0.02
(1.4)

-0.03
(-0.8)
0.01
(0.4)

(0.7)
0.00
(0.1)
-0.02
(-0.8)

0.27

0.19

0.17

2,363

2,539

2,178

1,814

Source: Authors' calculations.
a. The dependentvariableis relative productivity.All regressions allow for industryfixed effects and regional effects.
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and the contributionof the fractionof the capital in structureswill be
even smaller. We shouldnot expect a big vintagecoefficient. Old plants
invest in new equipmentcapital and acquirenew technology that way.
In fact, large old plants differentiallyacquirenew technology sooner
than do small new plants.34
Seventh, spillover effects of being partof a multiplantfirmare not
a significantelement in plantproductivity.To try andcapturespillover
effects, we includetwo alternativevariables:"single unit" (plantswith
no other plants in the same firm) and "single unit of multi-unitfirm"
(plantswith otherplantsin the same firmbutnone in the same industry).
Being part of a high-productivityfirm is associated with a spillover
benefit. But regardless of the specific productivityof the rest of the
firm,therecould be advantagesto being partof a multiplantfirmsimply
becausethe headoffice providesadministrativeorotherservicesdirectly
to its plants. In a single plant firm the administrationis all performed
at the single plant. We do not find this to be an importantfactor in
practice.
Several of the variablesthat have been tested in table 8 will change
little over time. They are partof the fixed characteristicsof the plant.
IncludingpriorTFP in the regressionmay make it hardto estimatethe
effect of the variables such as the size dummiesor the age dummies.
Specializationmay be important,but it is being pickedup in priorTFP.
Therefore, we have run the results in table 8 with the "TFP five years
ago" variableomitted. We findthatsize becomes moreimportant,high
specializationratios seem to reduceTFP, the vintage effects become a
little stronger,and there is a significantdisadvantageto being a singleunit firm. In other words, there is more supportfor the view that head
offices provide services of value.
We have examined the residuals of our regressions for heteroskedasticity and found little evidence of its importance.If anything,
there is a slight tendency for greatervarianceamong small plants, as
one would expect if data errorsare greaterin the small plants.35We
ran some earlierresultswith the standarderrorcorrectionsuggestedby
34. Dunne(1991).
35. Manypeople suggestedto us thatlargeplantswouldhave greatererrorvariance,
but the intuitionon this is not correct.The dependentvariableis relativeproductivity
measuredin logarithms.The errorvariancedoes not simply increasewith size.
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White,36butwith manydegreesof freedomandsmallheteroskedasticity
to begin with, the correctionhad little effect. It reducedthe standard
errorsonly slightly. Since it took us many hours of computertime for
such a small effect, we have not made the correction in the results
given here.
Results for Entrants

The results for entrantsare shown in table 9.37 We give results for
productivityin 1977 of plantsthatenteredbetween 1972 and 1977 and
for productivityin 1982 of plantsthatenteredbetween 1977 and 1982.
The results for this lattergroupare fairly weak. The period from 1977
to 1982 was a difficult one for the manufacturingsector, so the 1982
column may not be typical for entrants. The 1977 results may be a
betterguide.
Our findings are as follows. Firm TFP is significantfor entrantsin
1977 but not in 1982. The relative wage results look more robustthan
they did for the stayers. There is no apparentproductivitydifference
betweenplantsthatwere birthsandplantsthatswitchedin fromanother
industry. Entrantsthat specialize have somewhathigher productivity
thando entrantsthatdo not specialize. For plantsthatswitchedin from
anotherindustry,there are some advantagesto being "middle-aged."
Finally, being a single-unit entrantis a disadvantage.But for plants
that are not single units, whetherthe other plants in the firmare in the
same industrydoes not seem to be very important.
The Probability of Death

Equationsexaminingthe probabilityof deathin the LRDplantshave
been estimated by Tim Dunne and MarkRobertsand by Steve Olley
andAriel Pakes, and we have made use of their findings.38We present
our own probabilityof exit regressions in table 10. The regressions
show how the characteristicsof plants in the given year affect the
probabilityof plant death over the subsequentfive-yearperiod.
36. White(1980).
37. We do not includean entrantsregressionfor 1987 becausewe have not been able
to identifythe entrantswith sufficientconfidence.
38. Dunneand Roberts(1990); and Olley and Pakes(1992).
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Table 9. Regressionsfor Entrantsa
Estimatedcoefficients
(t-statistics)
FirmTFP
Wage
Switch ins
Size
Less than25%
25% to 50%
50% to 75%
Specialization
ratio(5-digit)
Age
Pre-1963
Pre-1967

OLS
1977

2SLS
1982

1977

0.22
(5.0)
0.28
(10.9)
0.01
(0.3)

0.05
(0.9)
0.30
(9.9)
-0.05
(-1.5)

0.14
(2.9)
0.33
(2.3)
0.03
(1.1)

0.03
(0.4)
0.30
(1.1)
-0.08
(-1.6)

-0.14
(-4.5)
-0.10
(-3.3)
-0.08
(-2.4)
0.09
(2.1)

-0.04
(- 1.0)
-0.03
(-0.9)
0.04
(0.9)
0.13
(2.3)

-0.15
(-3.8)
-0.10
(-2.5)
-0.09
(-2.4)
0.06
(1.4)

-0.02
(-0.3)
0.03
(0.4)
0.10
(1.7)
0.08
(0.9)

0.04
(1.2)
0.06
(1.8)

0.00
(0.0)
0.09
(1.8)
0.07
(1.5)

0.00
(0.0)
0.04
(1.0)
.. .

0.00
(0.1)
0.08
(1.0)
0.12
(2.0)
.

Pre-1972

. . .

Pre-1977

...

...

...

-0.08
(-3.0)
0.04
(1.8)
0.25
1,145

-0.01
(-0.4)
0.02
(0.7)
0.25
798

-0.06
(- 1.8)
0.02
(0.9)
0.23
719

Single unit
Single plantof multi-unitfirm
R2

Numberof observations

1982

-0.01
(-0.1)
0.01
(0.3)
0.20
453

Source: Authors' calculations.
a. The dependentvariable is relative productivity.All regressionsallow for industryfixed effects and regional effects.

Employmentsize is by far the largest and most significant determinantof the probabilityof death. Large plants are much less likely
to close down than are small plants. In addition, low productivityin a
plant is strongly associated with the probabilityof death.
The probabilityof death of a given plant is influencedby the productivity of the TFP in other plants in the same firm. The coefficient,
however, changes sign with the time period. Considerthe 1972 regres-
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Table 10. Probabilityof Death Regressionsa
Estimatedparameters
(chi-square)
TFP
FirmTFP
Wage
Size
Less than25%
25% to 50%
50%to 75%
Specialization
ratio(5-digit)
Age
Pre-1963
Pre-1967
Pre-1972

Probit
1972

Probit
1977

-0.36
(12.3)
0.33
(5.1)
0.31
(7.7)

-0.41
(17.5)
-0.24
(3.3)
0.30
(10.3)

1.21
(141.0)
0.78
(60.5)
0.50
(24.1)
-0.02
(0.02)

0.97
(123.4)
0.51
(35.8)
0.43
(25.7)
-0.01
(0.0)

-0.36
(25.4)
-0.20
(6.3)
.. .

-0.35
(22.2)
-0.17
(3.8)
-0.29
(11.7)

-0.24
(7.4)
0.05
(0.5)
0.15
4,517

-0.23
(6.7)
-0.01
(0.0)
0.11
4,631

Pre-1977
Single unit
Single plantof multi-unitfirm
PseudoR2
Numberof observations
Source: Authors' calculations.
a. All regressionsallow for industryfixed effects and regional effects.

sion. If the productivityof the given plant is held constant and if the
otherplants in the same firm have high productivity,then this plant is
morelikely to close. This findingis consistent with the idea that a firm
will close its weak plants. The patternis not sustainedfor exits over
the 1977-82 period. Exit decisions were somewhat differently motivated duringthis difficult cyclical period. Notice, however, the large
numberof exits in both periods and the fact that the numberof exits
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is not all thatmuchhigherover the 1977-82 periodthanover the 197277 period.
High-wage plants have an increased probabilityof closure (conditional upon the productivityof the plant). Old plants are much less
likely to close than are new plants. Surprisingly,single-unitplants are
less likely to close, aftercontrollingfor othervariables,thanare multiunit plants. Finally, high product specialization has no impact on
productivity.
Wages, Labor Quality, and Productivity

The regressions for the stayers and for the entrantshave been estimated using two-stage least squares, with the wage treatedas an endogenous variable. The plant wage is assumed to be determinedby
plant size and plantproductivityand by a numberof local labormarket
variables. These variablescaptureeducationaland demographiccharacteristics of the county in which the plant is located and the local
unemploymentrate. Plant productivityis takento be endogenous. The
productivityequationincludes the variableswe have describedfor the
OLS results, except that the wage is taken as endogenous. The results
of these two-stage regressions, shown in tables 8 and 9, were rather
striking.
Among the plants that were stayers, productivitywas a significant
and importantdeterminantof the wage, but the wage was no longer an
importantor significant determinantof productivity. Among the entrants,productivitywas an importantand significantdeterminantof the
wage, and the wage was an importantand significantdeterminantof
productivity. There was some weakening of statistical significanceof
the wage coefficient in the 1977-82 regression, although the size of
the coefficient remainedthe same.
We substituteda fitted value of the wage for the actual value in the
probitregressionfor plant closings. It appearsthathigh wages are still
an importantreason for closings.
The results for stayers suggest that most of the correlationbetween
wage andproductivityin these establishedplantsis the resultof workers
or unions being able to demandhigher wages in plants that have high
productivity.This is consistent with the rent-seekingmodel described
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by Katz and Summers.39The exit probabilitiesalso suggest that high
wages are the result of wage demands. If high wages were the result
only of the high quality of labor, then these wages should not increase
the probabilityof closing.
For entrantsthere is more evidence that high wages are indicative
of high-qualityworkers. Workersin enteringplants have had less opportunityto organize, so employers have been able to select on the
basis of quality.
During the 1980s, direct foreign investment in the U.S. manufacturing sector increasedas more foreign plants began setting up operations in this country. These transplantspay wages that are comparable
to those of established U.S. plants, but the firms carry out a careful
screeningof productionworkers.The resultsheresuggestthatthe ability
of new entrants to select high-quality workers may be a significant
advantage, offsetting possible disadvantagesof being an entrant.
The results on wages and productivity are striking, but we urge
cautionin theirinterpretation.We are quite willing to believe thatsome
part of the strong correlationbetween wages and productivityresults
from the ability of workersto extractrent. But it also seems plausible
thatplantsthat were forced to pay high wages could select high-quality
workersto compensatefor the high wages. An obvious problemwith
the resultsis thatwe do not have any directmeasuresof workerquality.40
Results for the Rate of Productivity Growth

We ran regressions in which the dependentvariablewas the rate of
productivitygrowthin a plant over the 1977-82 and 1982-87 periods.
The mainindependentvariablesarethe rateof plantproductivitygrowth
over the prior five-year period and the rate of growth of productivity
in the otherplantsof the same firm. Consistencywith the earlierregressions suggests that we should leave out variables, such as the size
39. Katzand Summers(1989).
40. LesterTelserandothermembersof themicroworkshopat theUniversityof Chicago
commentedon our findings.They think the findingsindicatesimply that there was no
correlationbetweenproductivityandthe partof the wage thatis associatedwithlocal labor
marketconditions.Thereis certainlysomethingto this point.Note, however,thatthe plant
thataffectplantproductivity(includingsize) areincludedin the instruments
characteristics
thatdeterminethe predictedplantwage.
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dummies, that are pretty much plant fixed effects. But we decided to
leave these variables in. There is no certainty that the earlier level
equations are accuratestructuralrelations. It is worth seeing whether
there is any relation between size and age and productivitygrowth.
Both periods involve the recession year 1982. In the first five-year
period the manufacturingsector is falling into recession, and in the
secondperiodit is growingout of recession. The firstperiodin particular
is unlikely to provide a good guide to the underlyingcorrelates with
longer term growth.
The results are shown in table 11. Only plants that have survived
for at least 10 years can be included. The main findingsare as follows.
First, thereis a strongnegative correlationbetween a plant's growth
rate over a five-year period and its productivitygrowth over the prior
five years. This is indicative of regressiontowardthe mean, and it is
consistent with therebeing significantmeasurementerrorin productivity, or of there being randomshocks. We can rule out the case where
growth in one period is uncorrelatedwith growth in the prior period
(figure iB).
Second, firm productivitygrowth strongly influencesplant productivity growth. There may be common productivityshocks that hit the
plantsin the same firmbecause of similaritiesin technology or product
mix. And these "shocks" may not be simply randomevents. They
could easily be the result of researchand developmentor productdevelopment at the firm level.
Third, plants with high levels of investment (defined as purchases
of equipmentand structures)at the beginningof the growthperiod had
slightly higher growth over the period. This applies only to the period
of recovery from recession.
Fourth,size does not have a majorimpacton the growthrate. There
is a slight sign thatlargeplantsdo a little worse going into the recession,
and this is then recovered in the subsequentgrowth period.
Fifth, high-wage plants grew a little more slowly thandid low-wage
plants in the recovery period. The wage is measuredat the beginning
of the five-year growth period.
Sixth, specialization has little impact on growth.
Seventh, evidence of a vintage effect is strongerin these resultsthan
in the earlier ones. During the recovery period, the oldest plants grew
significantlymore slowly than did the youngest plants. We now have
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Table 11. Regressionsof Five-Year TFP Growth on Plant Characteristics,1977-82
and 1982-87a
Estimated
parameters

OLS
1977-82
1982-87

2SLS
1977-82
1982-87

Wage

-0.002
(- 0.1)
-0.31
(-14.8)

-0.04
(- 1.7)
-0.53
(-21.5)

0.03
(0.3)
-0.31
(-13.4)

-0.09
(- 1.1)
-0.54
(-19.3)

0.13
(3.5)
-0.001
(-0.2)

0.25
(6.5)
0.01
(2.9)

0.11
(2.7)
-0.001
(-0.2)

0.27
(6.3)
0.01
(2.2)

0.02
(0.8)
0.01
(0.3)
0.02
(1.5)
-0.006
(-0.2)

-0.03
(- 1.2)
-0.01
(-0.3)
0.01
(0.4)
0.00
(0.0)

0.03
(1.0)
0.00
(0.0)
0.01
(0.7)
0.02
(0.7)

-0.03
(- 1.1)
-0.02
(-0.7)
-0.00
(-0.2)
-0.01
(-0.3)

0.01
(0.6)
-0.00
(-0.1)
.. .

-0.08
(- 3.4)
-0.03
(- 1.2)
-0.02
(-0.8)
-0.01
(-0.2)
-0.03
(- 1.9)
0.38
1,902

0.02
(0.9)
0.01
(0.6)
. ..

-0.08
(- 2.8)
-0.03
(-0.9)
-0.02
(-0.7)
0.00
(0.1)
-0.03
(- 1.5)
0.39
1,589

PriorTFP growth
(5 yearsago)
FirmTFP growth
Investment
Size
Less than25%
25% to 50%
50%to 75%
Specialization
ratio(5-digit)
Age
Pre-1963
Pre-1967
Pre-1972
Single unit
Single plantof multi-unitfirm
R2
Numberof observations

-0.01
(-0.1)
0.02
(1.2)
0.11
2,132

Source:Authors' calculations.
a. All regressions allow for industryfixed effects and regional effects.

0.01
(0.23)
-0.03
(- 1.9)
0.23
1,830
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Table 12. Estimated Returns to Scalea

Number

1972

1977

1982

1987

Cottonmills
Syntheticmills
Softwoodveneer
Papermills
Paperboard
Inorganicchemicals

2211
2221
2436
2621
2631
2819

1.048
0.967
0.992
0.992
1.026
0.967*

0.975
0.973
0.995
1.000
1.041
0.957*

0.951
0.928
0.964
0.975
0.972
0.977*

0.946
0.883*
0.939
0.979
0.976
0.914*

Men's footwear
Glass containers
Pressedor blown glass
Blast furnaces,steel
Nonferrouswire
Metalcontainers

3143
3221
3229
3312
3357
3411

1.034
1.071
1.026
0.979
0.981
0.933*

1.016
0.962
0.999
0.969
0.991
0.894*

0.938
0.929
0.976
0.964*
0.973
1.032

0.939
0.994
0.928
0.932*
0.989
0.960

Internalcombustionengines
Constructionequipment
Ball bearings
Computerequipment
Air conditioningmachinery
Electricmotors

3519
3531
3562
3573
3585
3621

1.007
0.982
0.943
0.976
1.011
1.001*

0.984
0.954
0.945
0.958
0.955*
0.982

1.026
0.960
0.980
0.939
0.981*
0.970

1.033
0.979
0.977*
0.957*
0.975
0.936

Glass housewares
Telephoneand telegraphequipment
Batteries
Auto assembly
Auto parts

3634
3661
3691
3711
3714

1.031
1.005
0.951
1.008
0.999

1.015*
1.003*
1.025
1.045*
0.978*

0.994*
0.980
0.971
0.999
0.987

0.976*
0.956
0.904*
0.980
0.964*

Industry

Source: Authors' calculations.
a. Asterisks indicate that the estimate is significantlydifferent from I at the 5 percentlevel.

some sign of life-cycle aging, althoughthe full storyof plantlife cycles
is obviously complex. We had not uncoveredmuchevidence of vintage
effects in our earlierresults, and we see here that old plantsdo as well
as young plants going into a recession. We also have found that old
plants have a much higher probabilityof survival than young plants.
More work on plant life cycles is needed.
Finally, single-plant firms were at a growth disadvantage.
Returns to Scale

Table 12 shows the results of our empiricalexplorationof returnsto
scale in each industry for 1972, 1977, 1982, and 1987. The general
word among researchersat the Center for Economic Studies at the
Census Bureauhas been that there are constantreturnsto scale in the
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LRD panel. Our results are unlikely to change that conclusion. If anything, there is some sign of decreasingreturns,especially in the later
years, but a vote for constant returns at the plant level looks like a
pretty good bet.
There is nothing in this finding to refute currentgrowthmodels that
assume increasingreturns.These models assumethatthereare increasing returnsthat derive from externalitiesof some kind.
Size had a positive impacton relativeproductivityin the regressions
with relativeproductivityas the dependentvariable.We foundconstant
returnsin the productionfunction, however. This suggests that there
is not perfect competition in product markets. Large plants are more
likely thansmall plantsto have a uniqueproductor process technology.

Conclusions
We can now look back to the four alternativepatternsthat we discussed at the beginning of the paperand presentedin figure 1. Which
one (or more) has the data supported?The answer is fairly clear. The
overall pattern of the data is best described as a combinationof the
randomshock/measurementerrorcase (figure IA) and the plant fixed
effects case (figure ID). The regression toward the mean and many
other signs show the importanceof the random shocks. The strong
persistence, visible most dramaticallyin the 10-yeartransitionmatrix,
supportsthe plant fixed effects framework.
It is no surpriseto find that measurementerrorsand randomshocks
are an importantpart of the distributionof productivityin the LRD.
We have spent enough time studying the individual observations to
realize that true productivityin these plants is not known. And there
will be importantplant-specificshocksthatwill cause even an accurately
measuredproductivitymeasureto move around.The more interesting
finding is that there is strong persistence in relative productivity.The
results on wages and productivitysuggest that differences in worker
quality may not be the main reason for the persistenceof relative productivity.Whatappearsto be importantis managementquality, broadly
interpretedto includetechnologychoice andproductchoice. Of course,
thisconclusionis tentativesince we lack directevidenceon management
quality.
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Among the alternativevariationson the theme of managementquality, we did not findthe negative skewnessthatwas impliedby the Caves
and Barton model. Nor did we see clear evidence for the "span of
control" effects postulated by Lucas, although we did not disprove
these. Somewhatby default, therefore, we find supportfor the kind of
frameworksuggested by Kim Clark. In his case studies he finds that
well-run plants performat an above average level over long periods,
and poorly run plants can remainweak for long periods. Like coaches
whose teams continue to do well despite changes in personnel, there
are good managementteams whose plants continue to do well even
with changing marketconditions or technology.
When we comparethe early time period in the mid-i1970swith the
later periods, we find signs of change in the productivitydistribution
and in the patternof entry and exit. We do not have a clear statistical
test of difference, but it looks as thoughtherewas moreentryand more
mobility occurringin the later period of rapidproductivitygrowth.
The innovative remnantmodel did not characterizethe majorityof
plants, although there were examples of plants at the bottom of the
distributionthat were able to move up to the top.
Old plants are only slightly less productivethan are more recent
plants. The strongesteffect of plantvintage is shownin the productivity
growth results for the post-1982 recovery period.
In termsof numbersof entrantsandexits andthe forces thatdetermine
exit, there is evidence to supportthe models of plant dynamicsdeveloped by Jovanovic and by Ericson and Pakes. But the majorityof the
entrantsand exits are very small plants. They are somethingof a sideshow to the overall performanceof manufacturingindustries.
A typical enteringplantand a typical exiting planthave productivity
well below average. This is by no means a universalpattern,however.
There are high-productivityentrantsand exits, particularlyamong the
large entrantsand exits.
The average productivity of new plants does rise relative to the
averagefor all plants. This is becausethe smallerandlowerproductivity
plants exit, leaving the higher productivityentrantsas the survivors.
In addition, the entrantsgrow more rapidlythan average.
The growth of output shares in high-productivityplants is a major
factorin the averageproductivitygrowthof the industriesin our sample
taken as a whole. Plants successful in productivityare gaining output
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share, and plants low in relative productivityare losing share, and this
shifts the industrytoward a higher productivityaverage.
One of the main correlateswith productivityis relative wage. Plants
with high productivitypay their workersmore thando plants with low
productivity.New entrantsthat pay high wages, it seems, can obtain
high-qualityworkers,but old plantscannottake advantageof theirhigh
wages. This is reinforcedby the finding that paying a high wage does
seem to contributeto the probabilityof plant closure.
In conclusion we note the strong level and rate of growth effects
from other plants in the same firm. There are common characteristics
associated with plants in the same firm, including firm-level activities
that generate growth for all plants.

APPENDIX
Table A-1. Decompositionof TFP Growth by Industry, Selected Periods
Percentageincreaseover the period
Share
effect

Entry
and
exit

Number

Total

Fixed
shares

1972-77
Cottonmills
Syntheticmills
Softwoodveneer
Papermills
Paperboard
Inorganicchemicals

2211
2221
2436
2621
2631
2819

- 13.14
6.40
-14.77
14.85
6.90
5.77

- 16.80
2.56
-18.30
13.82
6.63
1.28

3.02
2.77
1.29
0.70
0.74
2.39

0.64
1.07
2.24
0.33
-0.47
2.10

Men's footwear
Glass containers
Pressedor blown glass
Blast furnaces,steel
Nonferrouswire
Metalcontainers

3143
3221
3229
3312
3357
3411

-7.81
0.71
-4.17
-1.91
13.37
2.50

-11.40
0.33
-7.02
-1.86
11.47
-0.76

3.98
0.19
3.74
0.94
0.88
2.10

-0.40
0.18
-0.88
-0.99
1.01
1.16

Internalcombustion
engines
Constructionequipment
Ball bearings
Computerequipment
Air conditioning
machinery
Electricmotors

3519

0.77

3.61

0.51

- 3.34

3531
3562
3573
3585

-11.51
- 1.89
87.88
4.77

- 15.73
- 2.31
76.16
4.29

4.38
0.65
8.58
1.25

-0.16
-0.23
3.15
0.78

3621

1.18

2.05

2.19

-3.07

Industry
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Table A-1 (continued)

Share
effect

Entry
and
exit

Number

Total

Fixed
shares

3634
3661

30.13
-4.39

23.96
-7.03

6.18
2.78

-0.02
-0.15

3691
3711
3714

12.64
13.46
-0.81

10.16
11.44
-4.17

2.58
2.11
2.49

-0.10
-0.09
0.87

1977-82
Cottonmills
Syntheticmills
Softwoodveneer
Papermills
Paperboard
Inorganicchemicals

2211
2221
2436
2621
2631
2819

5.23
- 1.53
5.46
5.68
2.74
- 13.24

1.41
- 3.69
1.24
3.07
0.84
- 19.96

2.19
1.85
1.13
2.34
1.66
3.92

1.62
0.31
3.08
0.27
0.24
2.80

Men's footwear
Glass containers
Pressedor blown glass
Blast furnaces,steel
Nonferrouswire
Metalcontainers

3143
3221
3229
3312
3357
3411

-0.33
- 8.62

-6.05
- 10.26
- 11.01
- 7.86
2.51
-5.60

4.59
0.80
2.95
4.62
2.70
3.39

1.13
0.83
-3.98
-0.41
0.09
- 1.06

Internalcombustion
engines
Constructionequipment
Ball bearings
Computerequipment
Air conditioning
machinery
Electricmotors

3519

-14.74

-21.38

3.60

3.03

3531
3562
3573
3585

- 8.29
- 13.10
87.58
2.17

- 11.63
- 16.42
75.31
0.78

4.14
4.70
3.17
1.92

-0.80
- 1.38
9.10
-0.52

3621

- 10.83

-14.29

3.13

0.33

Glass housewares
Telephoneand
telegraphequipment
Batteries
Auto assembly
Autoparts

3634
3661

-9.94
14.58

- 13.99
11.39

2.46
2.85

1.59
0.35

3691
3711
3714

- 3.29
0.94
-18.20

- 3.61
0.83
-25.17

0.82
0.14
4.51

-0.50
-0.02
2.46

2211
2221
2436
2621
2631
2819
3143

12.92
12.63
11.70
2.91
13.33
10.57

15.82
9.12
15.42
1.50
12.42
7.75

1.72
0.78
0.64
1.38
0.88
2.07

-4.62
2.73
-4.36
0.03
0.04
0.75

12.37

5.76

2.89

3.71

Industry
Glass housewares
Telephoneand
telegraphequipment
Batteries
Auto assembly
Auto parts

1982-87
Cottonmills
Syntheticmills
Softwoodveneer
Papermills
Paperboard
Inorganicchemicals
Men'sfootwear

-12.03

-3.66
5.31
- 3.27
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Table A-1 (continued)
Share
effect

Entry
and
exit

Number

Total

Fixed
shares

Glass containers
Pressedor blown glass
Blast furnaces,steel
Nonferrouswire
Metalcontainers

3221
3229
3312
3357
3411

9.21
7.78
18.30
13.07
- 3.69

6.94
0.59
19.38
12.58
- 8.16

1.69
8.00
1.44
1.57
1.88

0.58
-0.81
-2.51
- 1.08
2.58

Internalcombustion
engines
Constructionequipment
Ball bearings
Computerequipment
Air conditioning
machinery
Electricmotors

3519

10.72

7.72

3.38

- 0.38

3531
3562
3573
3585

4.13
6.39
78.81
1.55

-2.27
4.38
73.97
-3.89

6.58
0.49
6.35
3.97

-0.18
1.52
- 1.50
1.47

- 10.20

7.70

-0.64

Glass housewares
Telephoneand
telegraphequipment
Batteries
Auto assembly
Auto parts

3634
3661

4.18
13.19

- 1.21
11.29

3.60
5.75

1.79
-3.85

3691
3711
3714

16.30
8.23
8.72

14.72
6.16
8.40

0.97
3.33
2.52

0.60
-1.27
-2.20

Industry

Source: Authors' calculations.

3621

-3.14

3143

2819

2631

2621

2436

2221

2211

Table

1972-77
Growth Growth Growth Growth Growth Growth Growthb Industrya

Percentage
A-2.

Contribution
Contribution
Contribution
Contribution
Contribution
Contribution
Contributionc
increase

entry
-7.42

3.67

7.37

14.52

-17.01

5.33

-13.78

over
the Decomposition
of

and Total
(without period
exit)
Stayers'
TFP
by

10.31 10.93
53.05 1.22
-0.17
35.65 7.0833.96 5.16
45.60 4.68
22.24 7.60
7.80

two
Plants Growth
or moved
quintiles
by
up that
more
Position
in

-2.51 0.90
-3.51 2.99
-14.07
3.01
15.47 -1.16
11.05 1.4112.07 -1.50
-8.66 -0.86

top
Plants
stayed
twoin
quintiles
that
Productivity
by

-46.41
-28.18-9.48
-37.48-9.43
-5.89 -16.61
-16.65
-49.06 -4.10
-17.02-2.18
-54.06-8.21

vto
moved
Plants
or
Distribution,
quintiles
that
down
more
Selected

13.45 -2.46
-13.690.22
-10.94
3.88 3.899.34 4.31
10.32 -1.12
-5.37 -1.39
-0.90

Plants
bottom
stayed
quintiles
in
two that

theThe
9.59 -5.30
-17.94
8.83 3.91
-13.764.77
-0.68
12.00 -1.60
-5.86 2.43
12.06 4.02

rest
plants
of

Periods

3585

3573

3562

3531

3519

3411

3357

3312

3229

3221

GrowthGrowthGrowthGrowth Growth GrowthGrowthGrowthGrowthGrowth
Contribution
Contribution
Contribution
Contribution
Contribution
Contribution
Contribution
Contribution
Contribution
Contribution

-1
5.55

84.74

-1.66

1.35

4.12

1.33

12.35

-0.92

-3.29

0.53

166.27
3.35
8.24
24.0325.01
20.85 4.40
35.38 14.41
41.9627.34
35.0511.96
33.3816.84
41.761.86
35.187.3820.43

7.41 14.93
109.51
2.47
2.23
-18.653.46
2.29 -15.60
3.33 -0.62
2.80 2.65
11.130.04
-3.25 -0.88
-1.37
-4.60 -2.14

-1

-

-8.02
-35.181.65
-32.346.51
51.62-5.04
-43.34-6.38
-13.27 15.53
-26.74-2.85
-9.94 -0.78
-40.19-10.45
-13.48
-48.00-5.12

11.3646.00
-18.55-0.28
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Table A-3. A Matrix of Relative Productivityin 1972 and 1977, Unweighted
(highest productivity, quintile 1; lowest, quintile 5)a
Quintilesin 1977
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1
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100.00

Source: Authors' calculations.
a. The top numberin each cell shows where the plants that were in a given quintile in 1972 ended up in 1977. The
bottom numberin each cell shows where the plants that were in a given quintile in 1977 came from. Top numbersare
row percentages;bottom numbersare column percentages.
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Comments
and Discussion

Comment by Timothy Bresnahan: This paper did report all 6,000
numbers, leading to somewhat different problems for discussants. Let
me say, first, that it is a useful paper. In my lexicon that is high praise.
Almost all the tables are about deviations, in any particular year, of
plant-level productivity from industry average productivity that year.
The paper reports both the static shape and the dynamic movement of
that distribution in different industries, which strikes me as an extremely
useful thing for analysts of productivity to do.
When I started to get comments ready, I found myself not making
any criticisms whatsoever, but restating pieces of the paper in radically
different language. I think it will be helpful for me to first say where
the differences in language came from and then to pick a small subset
of the results and try to translate back and forth a bit.
Think of productivity studies as a big house. The first language is
spoken by the people who live on the roof of the house. They study
aggregate productivity growth in the whole economy, increasing the
well-being of the whole economy, and all that. The other language is
spoken by people in the cellar who study particular technologies, maybe
in particular plants. They are interested in particular technologies as
they are chosen by particular managers in their individual competitive
business growth and technical circumstances. "Plant" is even too aggregate for most of these people. "Cells" is how they think.
This paper fits into the gap between the roof of this house and the
cellar because it analyzes microdata on lots of plants at lots of times.
But the language of the paper is very much the language of the roof.
We begin with the aggregate production function. Since we use micro250
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data, it happens to be a disaggregated production function. We decompose. We chase the residual for a while. It turns out the residual is still
there when we are done chasing it.
And having chased the residual down to the plant level and examined
its movement and thought about it, we invoke Kim Clark. Kim had his
life changed, as he puts it, by exactly this finding: namely, that there
is an enormous variety in productivity across plants, even within the
same firm and making apparently the same thing, and that this variety
appears to be persistent. We start attaching theoretical explanations like
that one to the nature of the movements in the productivity and over
time at the plant level.
In this house I am a cellar dweller. No Al Davis here. I think I can
dramatize the difference in language between these authors and my own
natural language. Much of the analysis is in five industries (motor
vehicles, motor vehicle parts, construction equipment, computing
equipment, and ball and roller bearings) selected by the authors because
most plants produce "a single" product. I agree in a statistical sense,
but not in an analytical one. We are talking about cars, cranes, carburetors, and computers.
Even at the ball bearing plants, the biggest problem for a ball bearing
manufacturing manager is the turnover of the hundreds of different
models that they make. I think of these as enormously productdifferentiated industries. I think of the things that go on in their technical, competitive, and business-cycle runs as being things that are
driven by variety-to use Clark's language again-in the mission of
each plant, as much as variety in the competence of managers within
each plant.
Having said how to do the translation, let me talk for a couple of
seconds about the industries on this list that I understand, which are
really cars and computers, and how I would have talked about the tables
that came from this paper. Let me remind you that this is an elaborate
agreement with the authors of this paper, a translation to a different
language.
How do you make money in cars or computers? Well, there are
certain commonalities in those two industries. Much of decisionmaking
is about product type. Most of the costs, at least in the plant, that go
with any particular product type have a big element of commitment in
the one-year run.
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The way you make money in the car business is to design a hot car.
Now what is a hot car? Some things are just intrinsic to that business,
like fads. Had you designed the Miata, you would now be rich, if you
got any cut of it.
On the other hand, there are great big competitive and business-cycle
forces at work that determine the size of output per unit input, a big
driver for productivity at the plant level. What are those forces? Well,
did you happen to design a small car just before the price of fuel went
up or just before the price of fuel went down? Did you happen to roll
out a whole new design just as the aggregate economy turned up or just
as the aggregate economy turned down?
Plants in the United States in the car industry took three huge hits
early in the study period at hand. They took an international competition
hit. They took a hit, especially in the 1970s, from a dramatic change
in the nature of the business cycle (particularly that it came to have big
prices of fuel associated with it), and they took a regulatory hit. All of
these hits tended to make obsolete the product and process knowledge
that were valuable assets in place in these plants at this time.
Now we saw a period of very rapid productivity growth in that
industry over the sample period of this study. The industry was getting
back up to scratch from where it had been when it started. My point
is that motor vehicles, like any industry, are not just a microcosm for
a "typical" industry or even a typical technology-intensive durable
goods industry. The forces driving the data in motor vehicles are particular, and this should influence the way we use industry-specific data
to illuminate broad analytical themes.
The story in computers is only a little bit different. Again firms take
large bets on product types. There are fad-like forces, called standards,
and other economic and international competitive forces that enormously affect plant-level productivity in the three- to five-year run.
Inputs are largely committed to any particular venture, the size of output
being determined by competitive and market forces.
Again the fact of product differentiation matters not because there
should be a hedonic quality correction, but because it changes your
view of the sources of manufacturing productivity shocks at the plant
level.
How does this lead to the kind of results that we are seeing? Well,
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one of the interesting results here is that, in the industries with growing
productivity over time, and those are the two that I picked out of the
five, there is a lot more variety in total factor productivity (TFP) at any
point in time. Those two industries happen to be ones with good solid
reasons why there were enormous varieties in TFP at plant level. There
were good reasons why different firms took different bets, not so much
on the capability of plants-I am not sure I would say that, although
that's a big deal in automobiles-but on the mission of different plants.
Some of those missions turned out to be persistently high volume and,
therefore, high-productivity ones; others turned out to be persistently
lower volume or even failure ones.
Why change this language? Why change the language to one that
emphasizes the conditions of competition or the conditions of technology in particular industries? Why sit in the cellar and look up, rather
than sit on the roof and look down? I think it helps a lot in thinking
about the representativeness of any particular subset of industries for
telling us about the economy as a whole. The paper didn't emphasize
this, but a lot of the findings, as they are related to policy, are very
Porteresque. The authors like domestic competition. They think it is
exactly the way to get lots of improvements in productivity and to gain
competitiveness. They call competitiveness productivity; I call productivity competitiveness.
How general are the results from any particular set of industries? It
is hard to answer that if you have stood on the roof and looked down
in this
and treated each plant as if it were the neoclassical-meaning,
particular usage, know-nothing-production function of a whole economy. But if you stand at the bottom and look up, you can think about
whether the industries in your particular sample generalize out to the
whole rest of the economy in the way their technical conditions and
their competitive conditions go.
I think, at least with regard to the growing industries here, the productivity growing industries, that you could put together a pretty good
story that does sound Porteresque. Indeed, it was the good features of
the decentralized, competitive, let-a-thousand-flowers-bloom approach
to the U.S. technology economy that was at work here and working
quite effectively. The mechanism for it has little to do with managerial
excellence, however. And all of that motion up and down within in-
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dustry productivity distribution, that tendency of dramatic falls in recessions to explain a lot of the downturn, is completely consistent with
that. So . . . I said this would be an elaborate agreement.

The paper also provides a regression analysis of productivity, which
offers another opportunity for cellar to roof communication. In tables
8 and 9 the authors present an analysis that begins to illuminate, among
other questions, the direction of causality between productivity and
wages. Either causal story is interesting and important. Let me begin
my query in econometric language. The errors in the two equations
could be correlated with the causation running the other way. That
could lead to an artificially high coefficient on the wage, even if there
was no reverse causation. Suppose, for example, there was something
driving both high wages and high productivity, like having a good
mission for this particular plant. Why should such events be uncorrelated with the instruments?
I am troubled, especially within industry, by the interpretative language here. What is the natural experiment that makes some plants have
high wages that might cause productivity? If we follow the instruments,
they are located in high-wage kinds of places. This seems to beg the
question of industrial location. The theory that worker quality is useful
is stuck with a pretty sorry story for its instruments; plants in highwage places are compelled to pay more, so they have higher quality
workers. The regression then asks whether they have higher productivity; when this natural experiment fails to reveal that they do, the
paper concludes against the worker-quality theory and for the "rents"
theory. I simply do not see why the natural experiment corresponds in
any meaningful way to what we would like to know about the workerquality question. The policy question is whether we could get productivity growth by fixing the school system. The fact reported is that
moving all the plants to New York (a high-wage place) would not raise
productivity.
Looking at table 8, I was struck by the relationship between size
within industry and productivity. When Martin Baily said that he had
allowed for increasing returns, that means he allowed for coefficients
on inputs, which do not sum to one. We get a size-within-industry
effect, which is above and beyond that and which seems to persist here.
One of the striking things to me was how much bigger that was at
the 1977 peak than at the 1982 trough. Again, I think that this might
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be picking up-that is, size-within-industry-transitory shocks to either
the mission or the capability of individual plants. If that is right, and
if those are worse at the peak than at the trough, that's a really interesting
fact, as are the other 5,999.
Comment by Richard E. Caves: The productivity-growth experience
of industries' individual plants is an important and useful line of research. As Zvi Griliches pointed out, we once thought that access to
microeconomic data on individual producers would yield us samples
from homogeneous populations of decisionmakers; instead heterogeneity persists unchecked, forcing us to consider the mechanisms that
make it persist and the implications that it holds for patterns of resource
allocation and their adjustment.
The authors' efforts complement those of other researchers to fill in
the picture of how an industry's productivity changes over time with
turnovers of the positions of incumbent plants and those that enter and
exit. Indeed, with their analysis covering all the refined data available
for these industries at the Census Bureau, there is little more to ask by
way of evidence on these changes. Nonetheless, one addition would
do much to raise the comprehensiveness of the analysis: including changes
in control (mergers, buyouts) in the transition matrices. The study's
methodology of transition matrices would be more attractive if it could
embrace transitions involving changes in control. As the authors note,
Frank Lichtenberg and Donald Siegel found that changes in control are
on average productive when evaluated over all types of control changes
and plant sizes. John Baldwin confirmed this for Canada and also found
that the productivity and prevalence of control changes and entry and
exit turnover vary markedly among industries. Some industries-characterized by the importance of intangible assets (sales-promotion outlays, research and development) and high levels of concentration and
extensive and productive changes in
multinational activity-exhibit
control and rather less exit/entry turnover; the complement of industries
without these traits relies more on entry/exit turnover for productivity
gains.1 The advantage of including transitions associated with control
changes is not only that they are known to be important for productivity
gains but also because their importance varies markedly with the in1. See Baldwinand Gorecki(1990); and Baldwinand Caves (1991).
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dustry's structure. Correspondingly, the Canadian evidence suggests
that the contribution of entry and exit to productivity improvement is
much greater in some industries than is suggested by the low mean
value found in this study.

Relation to Research on Technical Efficiency and Productivity
Dispersion
As context for this analysis of plant productivity over time, I shall
refer to an extensive investigation, in which I have been engaged, that
analyzes the dispersions of productivity levels of plants in an industry
at a point in time by employing the stochastic frontier production function to estimate the gap between average and best-practice productivity
for plants in each industry, and then tests hypotheses about the interindustry variance of these levels of estimated (in)efficiency. One study
by Richard Caves and David Barton (CB) deals with U.S. manufacturing
industries; the other by Caves and Associates (C&A) covers Great Britain, Canada, Australia, Japan, and Korea, and it includes some evidence
on variations over time in the efficiency distributions of plants in each
industry.2 I shall also draw on a forthcoming study by Baldwin that
uses panel data on all Canadian manufacturing establishments to address
questions closely similar to those pursued in this paper.3
All of this evidence is quite congenial to the authors' finding that
plant productivity variations over time largely represent some combination of two models: random shocks to plants' productivity levels and
persistent intercept differences in those levels. The results of CB and
C&A are supportive in the following ways.
First, the dispersion of plants' efficiency levels depends significantly
on a number of structural and organizational factors that vary little over
time. The structural factors include product differentiation and the existence of heterogeneous local markets. Organizational factors include
the prevalence of trade union organization and the intensity of competition. This finding is consistent with the authors' evidence that the

2. Caves and Barton(1990); and Caves and Associates(1992).
3. Baldwin(forthcoming).
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dispersion of plants' productivity levels shows a good deal of stability,
especially among the most productive plants.
Second, the studies reported by C&A found evidence for each country
that industrywide disturbances such as unanticipated demand changes
and the occurrence of innovations tend to expand the dispersion of
productivity levels, although what source of disturbance proves statistically significant varies from country to country. This pattern is consistent with the importance assigned by the authors to random shocks
to plants' productivity levels.
Third, C&A provided a little evidence on the variation of efficiency
over time in two countries, Great Britain and Korea. For both countries
we know that estimated efficiency for the typical industry varies a good
deal from year to year, but it typically vibrates randomly around a
stationary mean. For Britain we were able to test hypotheses about
factors that affect this vibration. As expected, it increases with the
incidence of disturbances to the industry and decreases with factors that
should govern the speed of plants' adjustments to disturbances.
Fourth, several of Baldwin's conclusions agree with the main findings
of Baily, Hulten, and Campbell. Baldwin also noted the occurrence of
considerable regression to the mean and found strong evidence that
industry productivity gains depend importantly on the tendency for
plants with increasing relative productivity to raise their share of activity. Following each plant's position in the productivity dispersion,
he observed that average annual rates of change decline with the number
of years for which the plant is observed, confirming both the role of
random shocks and the existence of sustained trends in the positions of
individual plants. I believe that his evidence indicates a greater role for
plant turnover (entry/exit) in raising productivity than does this paper,
but that impression may stem from Baldwin's use of a 10-year interval
for the analysis of changes rather than a shorter one, especially since
the paper by Baily, Hulten, and Campbell finds that surviving entrants'
productivity levels catch up slowly to their incumbent rivals'.
Fifth, the authors conclude that a vintage model has little power to
explain the behavior of plants' productivity growth rates. On the contrary, CB found that an industry's apparent efficiency decreases with
its dispersion of capital vintages (equipment not structures). In an earlier
study T. Y. Shen followed individual plants through the productivity
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distribution, noting that a given plant tends to slip downward until it
is either renewed or exits.4 The authors may draw too-confident conclusions from their finding of the symmetry of changes in plants' positions in the productivity distribution. Given the existence of copious
factors supporting a long-run dispersion in productivity levels, it is not
obvious that substantial vintage effects are inconsistent with apparently
symmetrical patterns of change in the distribution. Following the individual plant over time is a more direct way to get at vintage effects.
Besides these points of contact in the substantive conclusions, some
questions arise about the consistency of my and their conclusions. Baily,
Hulten, and Campbell mention (without indicating what test was employed) that they failed to find in their 23 industries the negative skewness used to infer technical inefficiency by means of the stochastic
frontier production function. For the United States CB found negative
skewness in four-fifths of all manufacturing industries, a prevalence
regarded as distinctly comforting for that methodology. The other country studies reported in C&A, however, found no such predominance,
even though the interindustry determinants of technology efficiency (in
those industries for which it could be measured) generally showed good
agreement with the findings for the United States. Furthermore, a repeated incidental finding in the studies of industrial efficiency was that
exogenous factors explaining technical efficiency-inferred from the
third moment of the residuals from the productionfunction-tend strongly
to be associated with the dispersion of plants' productivity levels-the
second moment-as well. We remain quite puzzled by this close parallel, which has no obvious theoretical basis.
One substantive conclusion stressed by CB was the negative association between an industry's efficiency and the extent of enterpriselevel diversification, especially in the form of control of an industry's
plants by firms based in other industries. Baily, Hulten, and Campbell
conclude, however, that a plant' s efficiency increases with the efficiency
of whatever other manufacturing plants are operated by the same firm.
The existence of such a firm effect is consistent with what most investigators working with the Federal Trade Commission's Line of Business
data have concluded. This finding, however, does not make the important distinction between plants in the same (or closely related) in4. Shen (1968); also see F0rsundand Hjalmarsson(1987).
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dustry and widely diversified plants, nor do the dummy variables for
plant ownership status utilized by Baily, Hulten, and Campbell sort this
out. Researchers such as Birger Wernerfelt and Cynthia Montgomery
reported quite different performance levels for closely focused and
widely diversified companies.5 The analysis at hand could be pushed
farther to respond more fully to this issue.
Finally, Baily, Hulten, and Campbell as well as CB encountered the
problem of wildly noncredible values appearing in Census Bureau records for individual plants. This was a vexing problem for CB, whose
research methodology was thought sensitive to accurate decisions about
excluding bad data while retaining all observations on plants that truly
are either very efficient or very inefficient. CB 's resources did not permit
much testing of the sensitivity of their results to different data-editing
rules, although other contributors to C&A found their results robust to
alternative ways of handling dubious data. Baily, Hulten, and Campbell
face the same problem, and I hope that they can be systematic about
their data-editing rules and test the sensitivity of their results to different
choices about inclusion or exclusion.
Interindustry Differences in Plant Productivity Growth Patterns
At this stage in their research, the authors concentrate on average
patterns in the industries that they cover. They do remark upon sundry
differences in those industries' underlying structures. I believe that the
alternative patterns of plant productivity growth on which they focus
may be present to markedly different degrees in various industries,
making some degree of interindustry comparative analysis a high priority. The case can be made in many ways, one being by reference to
the emphasis assigned by the authors to both the stability of the positions
of high-productivity plants and the force of their regression to the mean.
One cannot determine "how stable is stable," but one can test hypotheses in cross-section about what determines persistence or change.
Such a procedure could be applied to various outputs of their analysis,
such as the dispersion of plants' rates of productivity growth and the
proportional importance of share turnover or of entry/exit for overall
productivity growth.
5. Wernerfeltand Montgomery(1988).
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Capital vintage effects supply an obvious example. Many industries
are not very capital intensive, and others may use capital that is not
subject to putty-clay effects. The evidence cited earlier, however, makes
it clear that vintage effects are important for some industries, and their
importance in the present sample is not ruled out by the tests reported
in the paper.
Another example is the effect of variations in the aggregate growth
rate of a market on the growth of productivity. The high correlation
between these is well known (Verdoorn's Law), but its basis in individual decision units has been little explored. Baily, Hulten, and Campbell present one result that is intriguingly different: conditions of recession
exact more costs in productivity by pulling plants down the productivity
distribution. The reverse effect is evident in the subsequent recovery.
How strong this pull is and where it works most strongly could be
analyzed in cross-section as could the rate of productivity improvement
of entrants relative to the market's growth rate (and the amount of
turnover in the productivity positions of incumbents).
The authors also mention the role of competitive disturbances, such
as large infusions of foreign investment into a U.S. industry. Dynamic
competitive processes and changes in efficiency are surely associated.
For example, Baldwin found that changes in seller concentration (that
is, the top four firms, and in either direction) are related to greater than
proportional increases in share turnover among all units competing in
the market. Interindustry analysis is thus inviting for isolating the relation between competition in a dynamic sense and productivity growth.
Finally, some industries simply may not fit well into the authors'
analytical framework. They should either be shelved or recognized for
their differences. The computer industry that they mention is a case in
point. Consider the set of industries in which a plant's revenue productivity depends little on the efficiency of plant-level production processes and strongly on the success of the firm in innovating or adapting
its products. What appears as productivity performance in the plant then
simply reflects the firm's success (or lack) in innovation. It is not
obvious that the resulting pattern should be pooled with those of industries in which plant-level productivity reflects process efficiency and
improvements in the inputs. It also becomes plausible that plants appearing highly productive at the start of a period might slip badly, or
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even exit, not from any loss of physical efficiency but because buyers'
willingness to pay for their products has evaporated.
Although the authors are not awash with degrees of freedom in the
interindustry dimension, the very fact that their industries were chosen
for representativeness and diversity rather than for similarity sets the
scene for a serious effort along these lines.
Policy Implications
The paper is not long on policy implications, but I shall note two
areas in which a bit more caution might be appropriate. One concerns
the inference that high wages (paid to skilled labor) cause high productivity among entrants while for incumbents the reverse causation
seems important. That the sample includes only successful entrants
might be important here; some evidence suggests that entrants face
greater variance of success in activities that require the assembly of a
complex team of skilled specialists, and so the productivity achieved
by the successful entrants might be offset by losses run by the failures.
The other relates to the plaudits offered to well-managed firms. Aside
from the issue of diversification and firm-level productivity mentioned
earlier, there is a question of the persistence of firm-specific differentials
over time. How persistent are firm-specific productivity differentials?
Are the practices of firms with positive revenue-productivity advantages
replicable by competitors, and if not, why not? What are the marketstructure correlates of this persistence? These issues, which lie within
gunshot of the authors' data base, need consideration before the study's
implications for business management are clear.
Authors' Response: Martin Bailey, Charles Hulten, and David Campbell responded to Timothy Bresnahan's comments, noting that the results in the paper had been extended to 23 industries, not just the 5
industries that were the subject of the earlier work.
General Discussion: Robert Hall suggested there were problems in
comparing Census data on single-plant firms with data on multiplant
firms because of omitted inputs. Headquarters costs, such as advertising
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or administrative costs, would likely be included as inputs for a plant
from a single-plant firm (since headquarters would often be on-site),
but not for a plant from a multiplant firm. Hall also suggested that, in
general, headquarters costs tend to be booked in larger plants, making
it appear that there are diminishing returns to scale when this is, in
fact, not the case. Frank Lichtenberg said that it should be possible to
use available Census data to impute omitted inputs, and Martin Baily
pointed to the regression results in the paper showing only small differences in productivity between single-plant firms and plants that were
part of multiplant firms.
Peter Pashigian wondered about the overall effect of central administration on plant productivity. He suggested that it was inappropriate
to regard a multiplant firm as simply a collection of independent plants.
He wanted to see a statistical test to support the idea that central administration must be having some common effect over the plants it
operates.
Peter Reiss said that a joint distribution of productivity changes could
be done using nonparametric statistical techniques. Reiss claimed that
differences in joint distributions across industries could be examined
with these techniques. Regarding plant characteristic regressions, Reiss
suggested that the authors examine two different weighted regressions:
the first based on fixed shares, weighting the observations by share of
output, and the second based on output share changes, weighting by
total factor productivity. Reiss said that these regressions would allow
the authors to unpack their two-level decomposition at the plant level.
Ernst Berndt wondered why the authors used only production labor
in their wage productivity equations, when the share of nonproduction
labor-even excluding central office employees-probably exceeds 40
percent.
Robert Hall noted that plant productivity often falls as a result of a
national or regional drop in demand since firms reduce output but retain
overhead labor. He suggested that the authors must deal with this temporal effect on productivity more substantially.
Richard Nelson was interested in seeing the authors break down their
productivity story industry by industry to highlight features that differ
by industry. From his own work, he noted that in some industries
technical change and productivity growth seemed to be generated internally within existing firms, giving a considerable advantage to in-
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cumbency, whereas in other industriesnew technology was coming in
fromthe outside, suggestingmorepossibilitiesfor firmmovementwithin
the productivitydistribution.
John Haltiwanger suggested that examination of vintage and age
effects requiresa more detailed characterizationof plant age. He suggested using more exact data about plant age thanjust block intervals
such as "zero to five years old." Based upon work that he has done
with plant-level data, he noted that there are considerabledifferences
in the behavior of one-year-old and five-year-oldplants. Very young
plants (one to two years old) exhibit more job turnover,have a much
higherprobabilityof failure, andalso have highernet growthratesthan
do plants five to six years old. These results suggest that selection and
learning models are importantfor understandingage effects in plantlevel dynamics but that much of the action is in the first few years of
a plant's existence.
Ariel Pakes stressed the importanceof not droppingoutliers when
examining a productivitydistribution.He said that much of the movement in the productivitydistributionover time is attributableto firms
that are at any one time on the tail of the distribution.
Lichtenbergwonderedif it was more useful to examineproductivity
at the firmlevel ratherthanat the plantlevel. He noted thatwhen some
firms expand, they do not increase the size of their existing establishments but instead add new ones. This kind of effect on productivity
must be capturedat the firm level.
FrankWolakwas interestedin moreinformationaboutthe variability
of productivityat the plant level. In particular,he wonderedhow specialization and plant age affected variabilityof productivity.
Bronwyn Hall wanted to see more data about the effect of foreign
ownership on productivity. Hall said that if one could imagine that
foreign investors were not rent sharingbut instead were interestedin
pursuinga higher equilibrium,with higher wages and productivity,it
would be importantto try to distinguish these foreign owners in the
regressions.
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